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No person can ever gauge the effect
his words and actions might have on
those around him, and the far-reaching
aftermaths of those words and actions.
Leaders who work with youth groups
and adult groups alike learn that at
times, one seems to wield no influence
and that only years later are the results
reported. Sometimes, the results are
never seen, and the leader works simply with the hope that his influence is
for the good.
Probably Charlie Baldwin had no
idea, twenty-odd years ago, that two
of the "kids" at his square dance camp
in Massachusetts would credit him
with their progress toward the editorship of a national magazine. Much of
Charlie's "Have fun" philosophy, his
wish for the best in square dancing,
and his liking for people influenced us
in our square dancing endeavors. Much
of this, reflected now not only in
Charlie's New England Caller, but in
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American Squaredance, reaches people
around the world.
Charlie's callers' classes were of
great help to Stan, and he probably
averted a major catastrophe when he
advised Cathie not to attempt singing
calls. This is Charlie's way — he does
not mince words when he's sure he's
right — and for an editor, this takes
guts.
We think of Charlie and his gifts to
square dancing with love and affection.
Dancing to his calling was a great treat
until distance separated us, but our
friendship with Charlie and Bertha continues. Although we see them rarely
now, we have the magazines in common, and we treasure the "partnership"
this brings.
The moral of this story is: The effect you have on someone today may
turn up in print twenty years from
now. Are you ready?
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most informative for my use. Thanks
for such a very good publication.
Jeanne Moody
Salinas, California
My only real complaint about your
magazine is that it only comes out once
a month! I read it cover to cover and
then have to wait a whole month for
the next great issue. Keep up the good
work! If you send me some subscription forms, I'll plug your book to my
dancers.
Joe Landi
Mays Landing, New Jersey

Just returned from England and
called a square dance in Wales. There
is one caller in all of North Wales who
limits himself to two and a half nights
a week. He had 150 at the Friday night
dance. He sponsored me at the Saturday night. It was at a seashore resort
and I saw an ad for a name band competing dance and hoped it wouldn't
cut into ours. He advised that our tickets were limited to 210 and all had
been sold for weeks. Wonderful night,
wonderful people, fine caller: Bob
Gay, with an open personality. The
dances, all one-night stands, started at
seven, knocked off at ten for supper,
and picked up again at ten forty-five
to run until midnight.
Charley Thomas
Camden, New Jersey
ED. NOTE: Charley Thomas was the
originator and first editor of this magazine.
I would like to tell you how much
I enjoy your magazine. Really look
forward to getting it each month —
keep up the good work ....
John Swindle
Smyrna, Georgia
Just a few lines to thank you for
the very nice write-up in the June issue
of your magazine about my note service. I might add that receiving your
magazine is a highlight for me. I read
it from cover to cover in the first afternoon and then enjoy going back and
rereading different articles that are
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We received your very nice magazine
for the first time this month and are
very well pleased with it. So pleased
with it, in fact, that enclosed is a
check. Will you please send a year's
subscription to our club caller, Walt
Walt's club will be celeMinnick? .
brating its twenty-second anniversary
in November. He has called for the
club all but about two years.
Danny & Muriel Faria
North Dartmouth, Massachusetts
Thank you for including the Buckeye Poll in your magazine. As round
dance teachers as well as callers, it
helps us to make a selection of rounds
to suit our dancers
Cy & Sue Blakey
Vancouver, British Columbia
You really have a quality publication which we enjoy very much. Hope
to meet you two personally some day.
Bill & Maribeth Vestal
Snyder, Texas
ED. NOTE: One of the fringe benefits
of a National Convention is meeting
readers who have written letters like
this one. We met and talked to Bill
Vestal in San Antonio.
I was in the Dart Western Shop in
Akron last week and picked up a copy
of your June American Squaredance
magazine. It brought back a lot of
memories to me because I think I subscribed to it as far back as 1946 or
1947. The editor at that time was a
fellow named Charley Thomas and it
Continued on Page 68
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Ole! We were so close to the Mexican border while in San Antonio for
the 23rd National Square Dance Convention we could taste the spices, see
the bold, primitive, angular designs
everywhere, and hear a crossfire of
Spanish banter from shop to shop.
As a matter of fact, Cathie, Sue
(our daughter) and I flew down from
Ohio a couple of days early, rented a
car at the airport, and after settling at
La Quinta Motel, drove 150 miles to
Laredo in order to visit across the border. Parking is a problem and a half.
We left the car in Laredo and walked
across the bridge over the Rio Grande
to Nuevo Laredo, bunched in with
hundreds of other tourists, probably
looking like the evacuation of Dunkirk.
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It was a curious mixture of flea
market sales, narrow streets, Spanish
headlines, tiny shops, treasures and
trash in onyx, felt, copper and brass;
people hawking, people buying, and
people crossing the streets between
crawling cars and tour buses. We had
the sensation of holding our wallets
tightly and not being too eager to eat
in the less than elegant restaurants at
that point.
A Mexican boy ran up to us and
shouted, "You buy bool (bull)?" and
thrust a brown plaster-cast creature into my arms. It would look ridiculous
to carry that bulky monstrosity home
• on the plane, I thought. But I talked
' him down to S3.00, and off I went
with a lot of bull for my money. Later
on, another kid wanted me to take
home its twin for a dollar.
Well, it makes a good doorstop in
the magazine office —
We did a lot of sightseeing in San
Antonio, the "city of history and romance," for the two-day period before
the 18,000 dancers invaded the city
and started to chain the gears that
never stopped.
We descended into the Paseo del Rio,
the Venice-like "River Walk," nestled
in and around the bustling city, for a
quiet boat ride, passing by galleries
and shops, quaint restaurants and sidewalk entertainers. It was a world apart.
We ascended to the top of the Tower of the Americas (tallest of its type in
the western hemisphere) for a leisurely
dinner as the "world" made one revolution around us, sitting there, drinking it all in. The little jaunt to the
Philippine restaurant was delightful,

too.
We strolled by the one-and-only
Alamo, the "cradle of Texas liberty."
We glimpsed the historic Mission buildings, reminiscent of the padres' path
to this settlement that was to grow into the nation's thirteenth largest city.
Twice we passed through the park
around San Antonio's famous zoo, but
each time we failed to stop for a visit.
Time is never elastic enough. In our
city-wide roving, it was always reassuring to look around for that beautiful
tower to get our direction as true as a
compass.
The Convention Center Complex
itself was a sight to behold, and it was
a half-hour walk to get from point to
point. There were many "firsts" for
the National Conven ion tallied he in 1974, but the fa ities, I believ
were NUMBER ON in beaut
comfort. I can't re ember a
NATIONAL (of the t or so I '
where a guy felt like earing a
both in the dance ha and in t
sage halls, to feel c
fortable
air conditioning was t at go
Naturally, a lot
spent in our booth
hibit
script'
ahead o
we found ti
huge smorga
anced
us, including
e dance
ailed ei t or
one tip), the ca
ten times on the pr
am), the pa ' Is
(we both had "up-front" roles to pl
on a couple of them), and the sight
and sounds, the whirl and swirl. We
are personally indebted to Bill Crawford of Memphis, Tennessee, for covering our booth many times while we
went running in ten other directions.
To record it all in these few paragraphs would require a miracle. Another feature in this month's issue will
fill you in on many of the facts, so
we'll only hit a few highlights, from
here to our "big 30," and take them in
the order in which they come to mind.
One of the most exciting events I
participated in was the Alamo Street

Dance in the heart of the city next to
the ancient building where 188 heroes
gave their lives for Texas freedom in
1836. Perhaps their ghosts were listening that midnight, when many thousands of dancers filled the streets with
color and sound. Cannons roared again
in the form of booming public address
speakers with rippling waves of music
slapping the downtown buildings. The
sharp commands of the "drill sergeant"
callers gently coerced the "troops" into actions of cadence and precision,
but strictly non-combatant and friendly. If ghosts could really return and
see the massive transformation of shuffling feet to such peaceful purposes I
think 188 of them would have smiled
that night.
Thanks, Chuck and Norma Bryant,
for. helping to stage the "show" just
described. I was thrilled to be able to
call a tip that night, and when I said,
"Alamo style, you balance . . ." it
ore appropriate.
Time m ga2ine took
otos (rumored
be seen in Woman' Day Magazine
). If the photo doe appear, I'm in
pe). For anyon that wants to
look (all three • ou), please
ncession Stan• o the right
ility pole
o. Then find a
standing
that stand.
nt of it (that
ob" with
t jacket).
thanked in
r folks need
ion with
convention. Hersall did a STUPENpublicity, and we were
privilege to work with them, along
with
y other editors. We don't
want t neglect BIG BOUQUETS to
Vivian McCannon for steerJohn a
• the REAT BIG TEXAS 23rd
= beautiful conclusion.
to
The sound in the various halls was
great this year. Bill Wright, you're all
right! I left a mike in a hall one day
and picked it up two days later, safe
and untouched.
The performances, especially in the
huge arena, were beautiful. I won't
soon forget that little four-year-old
boy, a member of the Maycroft Square
7

Tappers of Muskegon, Michigan, tapping the floor so dutifully and vehemently it looked as if his legs would
literally fly up over his head.
Thanks to Web and Sarah Witter
the Advanced and Challenge Dancing
was handled very well, with signs announcing "basics" to be used.
Oklahoma, the state that captured
the bid for the National in 1978,
threw a banquet that was an extravaganza. It was held at the Menger Hotel,
where Teddy Roosevelt formed the
Rough Riders, overlooking the hotel
pool, in a breezy outdoor setting. The
dignitaries who attended were right
out of "Who's Who" in Oklahoma and
in square dancing. Incidentally, the
Okies (I'm an honorary one now)
brought a quarter of a million dollars
worth of Western art to display at the
convention.
I could go on and on. Contras again
got a major play every day of the event
in a special Contra Room. Ray Smith
kept us laughing at the after party Saturday night with many stunts. There
was the well-attended seminar for callers each day, and the styling clinic
each day. There was the Showcase of
Ideas (literature, photos, displays) and
the fabulous Fashion Show. And we
thoroughly enjoyed the Press Breakfast
where San Antonio's Steve and Fran
Stephens were honored by Bob Osgood, representing the SIO American
Square Dance Society, with the Silver
Spur award. Steve and Fran originated
the network of square dance information known as C.R.O.W.D.
There was much more, but let it
simply be said that this event was the
GREATEST for square dancers. We'll
remember that matchless Texas hospitality for a long time. And, believe
me, we'll "Remember the Alamo!"

egg° anang
American Squaredance Subscription Dances
Write for details about organizing one.
MINERVA, N.Y., Wednesday, August 14
Contact: Bill & Mary Jenkins
ST. PAUL, MN., Tuesday, August 27
Contact: Mike Driscoll
O'FALLON, ILL., Friday, August 30
Contact: Al Severn
BEREA, OHIO, September 23
Contact: Ron Schneider
SALT LAKE CITY, UT., area. October 4
Contact: Israel Wilson
TOLEDO, OHIO, Sunday, October 13
Contact: Jim & Mary Batema
QUINCY, ILL., Tuesday, October 22
Contact: Bob & Pat Surface
KANE, PENNSYLVANIA, November 17
Contact: Barbara Myers
JOHNSTOWN, NEW YORK, December 8
Contact: Joe Ubelacker
LYNCHBURG, VIRGINIA, December 12
Contact: Paul Childers
MACON, GEORGIA, January 10, 1975
Contact: Jim Tyler
PENN VAN, N.Y., January 23, 1975
Contact: Don Smith
TIFTON, GEORGIA, Friday, Jan. 31, 1975
Contact: Ed Hawkins
VIRGINIA BEACH, VA., February 7, 1975
Contact: Larry Lawson
COLUMBUS, OHIO, Thursday, Feb. 13, 1975
Contact: Morrie & Betty Diamond
PETERBOROUGH, ONTARIO, Mar. 1, 1975
Contact: Bob & Jane Jaffray
WESLACO, TEXAS, Sunday, March 9, 1975
Contact: Charles Lillagore
CHARLESTON, W.V., Friday, March 14
Contact: Erwin Lawson
ERIE, PENNSYLVANIA, April 24, 1975
Contact: Bob & Lorrie Morrison
SPRINGDALE, ARK., Thurs. May 22, 1975
Contact: Dub Hayes
CHARDON, OHIO, Sept. 12, 1975
Contact: Ray Marsch
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The Apple of Our Eye
A Baldwin

Once or twice in the age span of an
ol' ring-tailed raccoon, an exceptional
leader emerges to the surface of the
swirling maelstrom of our multipeopled pastime to become a candidate for "living legend" status. A leader of leaders. A dean of callers. A
prince of principle.
Such a leader is Charlie Baldwin,
our especially-honored personality of
1974, since this magazine has started
to honor a leader annually in its August pages.
"Charlie" has always been known
as just "Charlie" to casual and confirmed friends alike over the years. He
lives in the town of Norwell, Massachusetts, on the fringes of the sprawling
metropolis of Boston. There he lives
and works and meditates in an almost
rural setting, on a narrow street where
shade trees still abound.
But despite his rural abode, Charlie
has got a heart that's bigger than the
whole of New England herself, from
the rocky-topped, periwinkled coastal
shores of Maine right down to the
Connecticut-New York twinkle-toed
protuberance (just look at a map and

you'll see how Connecticut plays
"footsie" with New York city).
We remember Charlie back in the
days when callers were hand-hewn of
solid oak from the bottom up, rather
than coated from the top down with
a layer of verbal veneer. Charlie knew
how to hew, and he hewed 'em
shrewdly!
How well we remember those early
caller sessions and endless drills:
"Swing the corner, keep in time — onetwo-three-four — swing the next girl
down the line ...." The chanting and
the dancing would ring out over the
wooded hills of the Berkshires, fishboned with those lovely white birches,
as hundreds of dancers thrilled to the
Becket magic Charlie created.
An unquenchable thirst for the development of the finest showcase for
square dancing in New England compelled him to plunge into a wide range
of projects. He was first of all the
"country dance serenader," an on-thebeat caller who made thousands want
to dance as soon as he began to call,
and he still has this "gift," possessed by
only a few.
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His magazine, the New England Caller, grew from a mere "pamphlet" to
its present voluminous 140-page size
under his able editorship in a quarter
century. He pioneered the camp-anddance idea. He printed directories,
guides, resources — everything to help
the movement grow. He helped to
build the finest group of organizations
we can find anywhere in the square
dance world today.
Specifically, here's a rundown on
his accomplishments, an overflowing
bucketful by anyone's standards:
Charlie was instrumental in forming the first callers association in New
England, the Old Colony Callers and
Teachers Association, and was its first
president. He has helped to start and
organize the Eastern District Square
and Round Dance Association and the
New England Council of Callers Associations.
He directed and called the first TV
square dance program in Boston in
1950 and has appeared many times
since. He had his own square dance
orchestra for fourteen years, the
Country Dance Serenaders.
In line with his goals for improving
square dancing, Charlie was one of the
first (if not the first) to hold callers
classes in New England. For twelve
years, he directed the New England
Square and Round Dance Camp, mentioned above, at Becket, Mass. He has
also conducted callers workshops from
Maine to Florida. Charlie taught short
courses at several universities, and has
worked for municipal and state education and recreation departments, teaching leaders methods of presenting
American square and folk dancing.
At the eight National Conventions
he attended, Charlie has been a staff
member on panels, contra and square
dance workshops.
During the Second World War,
Charlie worked for the Red Cross without pay, rehabilitating returning wounded soldiers through square dancing at
Camp Edwards. He introduced square
dancing as therapy at a Boston hospi10

tal for mental patients. He was for
several years the American folk dance
instructor for a week-long 4-H conference, and is a past director of the New
England Folk Festival Association. In
1969, at the invitation of the U.S. Navy, Charlie spent sixteen days at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba, calling and teaching Navy and Marine personnel and
their families how to dance.
Planning began in 1972 for a meeting of square dance leaders in all phases of the activity to be held in 1973.
Charlie, with fellow-editors Bob Osgood and Stan Burdick, coordinated
plans for this first-of-its-kind event,
and played a leading role in the threeday Legacy meeting.
Charlie's latest project is to organize a working arm for the whole square
dance activity in New England. Within
this year, the Square Dance Foundation of New England may be a reality
and not a dream.
This monumental list of accomplishments, evidence of Charlie's devotion
to all phases of square dancing, is also
a testament to the quiet support and
devotion of Bertha, mother of the
Baldwins' four sons, grandmother of
twelve, whom Charlie affectionally
calls "Mother." "You'll have to see
Mother about that," a declaration often heard from Charlie, sent the questioner to Bertha for the required dates
and information.
Bob James, current president of
the Eastern District Square and Round
Dance Association, states:
"To the average square dancer in
New England, Charlie is probably best
known as the editor of the New England Caller and a semi-retired caller.
To our New England leaders he rates
one spot removed from God. Anything
good that has happened to square
dancing in New England over the years,
has been accomplished through the
active and behind the scenes activities
of Charlie Baldwin. It is hard for us
in New England to imagine there is
anyone anywhere who has over the
years contributed more to square dancing."

VIEWS ON
SHORTCUTTING
by Myrtis Litman
from the Souvenir Book, Buckeye Convention, 1974

When in the course of square dancing events it becomes necessary for
the leaders to become deeply concerned about trends and tendencies
of the dancers continually and persistently to shortcut basics and to substitute gimmicks in place of the very
maneuvers that are held dear to the
hearts of square dance purists the country over, then the time has come for
an impartial investigation into the
matter.
Take the do-sa-do, for example.
The purists would not be caught dead
doing anything but a back-to-back —
all the way— to face your partner. The
very words "Dos a dos" are French for
back to back. One widely-read square
dance leader in the field has recently
recommended that the basic do-sa-do
be eliminated from western square
dancing once and for all. He claims
that it is an awkward maneuver that
requires the dancers to back up and
has no place in modern dancing. This
outraged many of the callers who like
to use do-sa-do to establish lines and
consider it most valuable in getting the
dancers together again. Why, then, is
it a common sight to see the dancers
do a czardas-type swing when the caller calls "Do-sa-do?" When asked exactly why they did it, the answers
varied. Some said that the new way is
more fun. Some said it is smoother.
One dancer said he did it because
women liked to be twirled around.

Wonder if he noticed how the twirling
on the promenade has disappeared
through the years.
In fact, has anybody noticed that
the promenade has almost disappeared?
If backing up in the do-sa-do is awkward, why do some dancers choose to
back up to home position when a
promenade is called rather than walk
forward around the ring? They had
some pretty reasonable answers for
this one, saying that they had often
experienced not having enough time
to promenade. They preferred to
square their sets quickly and be ready
for the "more important" call that was
to follow. They pointed out that either
the caller did not allow enough time,
or that some of the dancers required
more reaction time than the figure ordinarily allows, or the music in the
singing call did not provide enough
time, or simply a panicky feeling existed that made them feel they had
better square up quickly.
Well then, consider "Seesaw your
partner" after an "all around your
corner." Here is a basic that when
done properly is very smooth and
flowing and is always forward. It is
the most commonly abused basic of
the longest duration. It is hard to believe your eyes when a hall full of adults either touch hands and rock from
side to side, or get down on one knee
and pretend to saw a log. Dancers who
were asked why they did this gimmick
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instead of the walk around answered,
"It's more fun," or "I want to save
myself for the more important calls."
(There they go, labeling another call
"unimportant.") Another answer was
"It doesn't matter — you end up the
same way." Sorry, but he was mistaken
there; the end position of Seesaw after
"All around the corner," is not face to
face with partner. It is interesting to
note that this is one shortcut that has
been traced to its origin and the guilty
party was a lady gym teacher in Texas
who was preparing some school children for an exhibition dance. She admitted to not knowing what the Seesaw call on the record meant, and she
instructed her children to stand face
to face with their hands touching so as
to await the next call, until she had a
chance to find out what the call meant.
Other dancers, observing them doing
this "nothing," thought it must be a
sharp new way to Seesaw, and the gimmick caught on like wild fire. This
brings to mind the story, "The Emperor's New Clothes," doesn't it?
More recently, the basics that are
making the shortcutting scene are:
Ladies Chain, being ended with a star
thru instead of a courtesy turn; Square
thru is shortened to a pair off; and in
some areas, the Allemande left has become a reach-out-and-touch-corner.
The purist asks, "What is square
dancing coming to? Will it some day
be a series of just standing in a
square formation and touching someone?"
The typical dancers, who far outnumber the purists, don't ask questions. They just dance and have fun.
They are not concerned with the authenticity and background of a call. The
minute they stop having fun is the
minute they will stop dancing.
There are several things that these
six basics being shortcut do have in
common. They are all single call maneuvers requiring more than four beats,
and they are holdovers from traditional dancing.
Are the dancers trying to say something about these basics? Are they
12

bored with them? Many callers are
concerned about the situation. They
can't explain the reasons why and they
hesitate to offer a solution. Other
changes occurred rapidly in the dance,
but they were mutually agreed upon
by both dancer and caller. No one objected when the left allemande was
shortened from the hand hold to the
forearm grip. There are many other examples of basics being changed and no
one being concerned about them. But
this situation has reached a stalemate,
and the leaders would honestly like to
see it pass. Any good caller is really
sharp enough to break a floor down
completely if a basic is not danced
properly, but no caller really wants to
trick people. They would lose followers that way. Some callers say that
they take shortcutting as the dancers'
way of saying they don't like that particular call. Other callers say that perhaps these calls are being overused
and suggest that each caller take a
long, hard look at his material and try
to vary it more. One top ranking caller thinks that more discretion
should be used with the experienced,
highly-trained dancers — at least as far
as the do-sa-do is concerned. These
dancers certainly don't need a night
filled with do-sa-dos to get them lined
up.
But what about the caller who is
calling to a group of mixed abilities?
Doesn't the dancer know that refusing
to do a basic has far-reaching effects on
the caller and the other dancers? The
caller is probably using that basic to
set the dancers up or get them in the
proper motion for the following figure. Good callers go to great extremes
to make calls smooth and flowing.
Many callers use the eight-beat basics
for thinking time. Do the dancers prefer a non-thinking caller? Are the dancers demanding that the callers all use
short-beat maneuvers or combination
calls that use several short-beat maneuvers in a sequence?
Perhaps square dancing has progressed to the point where certain baContinued on Page 69

CALLER-LEADER
.S.`-.s. DIRECTORY
Cecil Albery
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"NATIONAL"
ARE

INQUIRE
ABOUT

Perry Bergh (605-758-2427)
Rt. 1

LISTING
NAMES

Florence, South Dakota 57235

AND

Any time — Any where!

Mal "Yikes" Cameron
RFD 1, Box 97A
Deerfield, N.H. 03037

"LOCAL"

TO

New Albany, Ohio 43054
Traveling Fri. & Sat., East & North

Bringing the HI and HO from OHio

LEADERS,
BOTH

INVITED

3651 Kitzmiller Rd.

Stan Burdick
Box 788 A
Sandusky, Ohio 44870

CALLERS,

Ken Oppenlander
319 S. 6th St.
Manhattan, Ks. 66502

ADDRESSES
ON THIS
PAGE

Festivals, Clubs, Workshops

Randy Page
363 New London Tpk.
Norwich, Ct. 06360
Call Randy, he's handy!

The Square Dance Calling D.J.

Jim Cholmondeley
P.O. Box 3146
Ft. Sill, OK 73501
Traveling Weekends & Holidays

Dale S. Eddy
110 Sunset Lane
Marietta, Ohio 45750

Russ Perf ors
992 Tioga Trail
Willoughby, Ohio 44094
Rustle your bustle with Russell!

Rip Riskey (517-339-2946)
1852 Lyndhurst Way
Haslett, Michigan 48840
Calling Designed with Dancing in Mind

Traveling Full Time

Dave & Shirley Fleck
3444 Orchard Trail Drive
Toledo, Ohio 43606
Offering rounds for dancing pleasure!
Ed Fraidenburg
1916 Poseyville Rd., Rt. 10
Midland, Michigan 48640
Now Traveling Full Time

Willie Harlan
P.O. Box 338
Vinita, Oklahoma 74301

Shag Ulen 1614-384.32221
Box 92
Wellston, Ohio 45692
Hash or Song, You Can't Go Wrong!

Gene Webster
1803 Heather Lane
Port Clinton, Ohio 43452
Open dates — western style

Bob Wickers
P.O. Box 729
Manchester, Mo. 63011

For the best in square dancing

Traveling full time anywhere

Jim Harris
RFD 5, Box 182
Norwich, Conn. 06360

Web Witter
2904 Northeast Dr.
Austin, Texas 78723

Square 'em up with the Clinton man!

Need dates, East: Oct., Nov., 1974

Dave "Hash" Hass
P.O. Box 5
East Hampton, Conn. 06424

Clyde Wood 1453-2137)
3210 N.E. 39th St.
Kansas City, Mo. 64117

NOW booking for 75-76!

Open dates — You ring, I'll sing!

Bob Holup
1237 South 5th St.
Wausau, Wis. 54401

Francis Zeller
Box 67
McCracken, Ks. 67556

Lower Mich., Ohio, Ind., Ill.— Fall of 1975

74-76 Calendar Available—vinyl cover
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The "SMALLEST AND LIGHTEST"
The most powerful sound system of its
size, the Clinton "MIDGET" has an
output equal to that of larger systems
rated to 200 watts. This powerful portable system offers the professional and
club caller the utmost in convenience,
with the clearest voice and most faithful music reproduction available.

COMPACT Dimensions 131/2x 11x161/2
LIGHTWEIGHT only 18 pounds
POWERFUL— Enough power for the
largest halls. Will drive two XP-90L
sound columns, available as accessories.
CONVENIENT "touch" controls allow
the caller to watch dancers.
CONTINUOUSLY VARIABLE speed
control.
SKIP-PROOF floating turntable
BUILT-IN STROBE
OUTSTANDING voice clarity and
music reproduction.
FULL PRICE 5469.00
Other systems from 5395.00

CLINTON INSTRUMENT CO., BOSTON POST ROAD, CLINTON, CONN. 06413 Tel. (203) 669-7548
Shipping charge extra. Write for —Package" prices.
Also order from 8-ENT LINES, 216 Williams St., Huron, 0. Ph. 419433-2188
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Mississauga, Ontario
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Presented at the Toronto & District Workshop, 1974
PART II

The second part of "Waltz of Summer" has a canter basic sequence.
This we would demonstrate and explain the steps as follows: "The first
step is towards center, man's left,
woman's right. The second step is to
draw the man's right, woman's left, up
beside the other foot and on the third
beat take weight on it. So the canter
rhythm is step, draw, close; for this
measure. The next measure again starts
with man's left, woman's right, stepping into center, then drawing the
man's right, woman's left, up beside
the other foot, but just touch it there
without putting weight on it. We are
now ready to do a similar sequence going out toward the wall starting with
man's right, woman's left foot. We cue
these two measures as "Canter, close;
canter, touch." The "Waltz of Summer" record can be used for a mixer
to give practice for this sequence or
preferably another record of the same
tempo is used. The canter sequence, in
and out, would be used for measures
1,2,3 and 4 of our original mixer,
mixing as before on measures 5,6,7 and
8.
To complete the last two basics
needed for this dance we would drill
the twinkle step and the maneuver
that comes after the canter sequence
and add this to complete the second
half. The twinkle is started from closed
position, man facing wall. Each person
turns slightly right to have left hips
adjacent, man facing diagonally to reverse and out, woman facing diagonally in and LOD. Man steps forward on

left, takes a short step on right, and
closes left beside right to face partner.
Woman steps back on right, takes short
step on left (toward R LOD), and closes
right beside left to face partner. Some
practice is given on the basic, mixing if
necessary. Then the next three steps
of the maneuver are given. Woman
takes three steps almost in place to
face LOD, starting with left foot and
ending on left foot. Man takes first
step thru with right foot, between him
and partner towards LOD and does a
short right face pivot, to face toward
RLOD, then takes a second step on left
foot to face reverse and partner, closes
right foot beside left. We cue these
two measures as "Twinkle out; maneuver." After sufficient practice we add
the canter sequence before this and
two turning waltz measures after, and
this constitutes the second half of the
dance. All that remains is to put the
two halves together and the dance is
complete.
The above illustrates how mixers
are used to teach the basic waltz steps
required for a particular dance. The
same methods can be used to work
other basics into a mixer to give practice and proficience before doing them
in a given dance. We believe mixers are
the best way to teach basics because
they tend to keep the level of the group
equalized to some extent: the strong
dancers help the weaker ones and thus
provide desirable sociability. They
give concentrated practice on a particular basic. We return partners for a final
run through the dance.
These are only a few of the basics
15

found in waltzing. There are many
more that time just does not permit
us to cover. Many of them can be inserted in the basic mixer first given.
Some may involve making up a new
mixer having a longer sequence to do
them comfortably. A little thought
and ingenuity is required to work these
out but it is easier to learn basics
through mixers than trying to do the

dance without a knowledge of basics.
Again we would emphasize that this
is the way we do it, and we do not
claim it is the best way. However, if
others are helped by this presentation
we are happy.
Work out your own methods and
always try to improve your technique
from any ideas you dream up yourself or can steal from others.

Here is a "Goodnight" waltz mixer:
RECORD: Windsor 4508 "Til We Meet Again"
After acknowledgement to closed position (man facing wall):
ME AS.
1-2

Dip back to center, hold; maneuver;

3-4
5-6

Right-turn waltz; right turn waltz (Man face wall)
(Butterfly! Waltz away; waltz together (say "Goodnight")

7-9

Roll to new partner, 2,3; 4,5,6;

FIRST
STEPS
4 WIVE- BR .

ANOTHER NEW BOOK FOR CALLERS,
ROUND DANCE TEACHERS, AND
CONTRA ENTHUSIASTS, BY WALT COLE
FUNDAMENTALS OF CONTRA CALLING

CLLER
ID

A

C
ERIES

Order from American Squaredance Magazine — S2.00 ppd..
Box 788
Sandusky, Ohio 44870

•

N EWCOMB
Prepaid anywhere
in U.S. if check in
full accompanies
order. (Pennsylvania residents add
6% sales tax.)
TR-1625
25 watt Amplifier
Callers' Net S205.65

ROUND & SQUARE
DANCE RECORDSAll labels 51.55 each
plus postage.

TR-1640M-E2
40 watt Amplifies
Callers' Net S318.45

001
11‘i

HARLAN'S RECORD CENTER
MONTOURSVILLE, PA.17754 R.D. 2 PHONE 17171435 0560
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Do's for Temos
by Mary and Bill Jenkins
Olmstedville, New York
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Many groups will be planning demonstrations and exhibitions for Square
Dance Week this fall, and to interest the public in square dance classes. Participants in dancing for the public eye should at all times he conscious of their
"image." Here are some hints and guidelines for exhibitions and demonstrations as used by Mary and Bill Jenkins of Minerva, New York.
For any demonstration or exhibion, we use records including the Basic
50 only. Copies of "The Basic Movements of Square Dancing" may he purchased from us, or borrowed and returned, and we provide a place for the
group to practice providing a complete set is available.
A few reminders, suggestions and hints will help to promote square dancing.
and present a favorable image. Stand tall Smile - Relax Be gentle. (If
you are nervous and tense, don't let it show on your partners' arms or hands.)
Take small steps — it not only looks better but gives you more time to
think where you are going, where you're supposed to be. Keep the square
small; close it in. Let's all promenade with hands in front. Keep feet on the
floor - no kicking, no patting of hands, no fooling around. Dance well and
make it look beautiful!
Ladies, let's use our skirts; arms and hands should never dangle or flop
around. Keep elbows to our sides, arms bent at elbow. (This goes for the men
too.) Your skirt is there to hold if your hand is free. To practice smoother
dancing, ladies and gents, moving to the beat of the music with a book on
it's not as easy as it sounds but it surely cuts
your head will help. Try it
down the "bounce" and the "vibration."
Please wear full square dance costume, including a club or name badge.
At the end of the dance, do not clap. Do a California twirl, bow to the audience, California twirl and face back in. To exit, four ladies will chain, chain
back, and hold this courtesy turn position, promenade once. Couple one will
lead off followed by couples four, three and two, taking small steps and
moving to the music. Entering can be done in the same sequence, couples
one, four, three, two, and the couples stop in place after one promenade.
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WITH OUR COMPLIMENTS TO YOU
a free sample of our record review service
for all callers
All record review services are designed for the person interested in what's new,
but this one is different. The differences?

A 7- RECORD - -

not a tape - play it on your regular equipment,
carry it in your 45 record case.

ISSUED WEEKLY- -

Includes all the releases for that week,
singing calls and hoedowns.

TWO SIDED- -

Side one is instrumental only and plays the opener
and a portion of the pattern. Side two is the same
as side one except that it has the vocals.

EASY TO USE- -

Each record is banded for easy identification. Just
put your needle down on any band you wish, but
it will play all the way through from start to finish
if you wish.

BREAKDOWN SHEETS- are included for each singing call. File them away
for future reference.
YOURS TO KEEP- -

file it and the breakdowns away for future
reference. The record,label is printed with the
song titles. If you would like to do a certain
singing call, just pull it out and listen to it again
before buying.

TIME SAVER - -

do your record listening in your home, at your
own convenience.

MONEY SAVER- -

you won't waste money buying records you just
don't use after you get them home from the store.
Review Service members get a discount on their
record purchases.

5,00 PER MONTH - - BUT WRITE FIRST FOR YOUR FREE SAMPLE

ASHTON RECORD CASES
ALL METAL
WITH FULL WIDTH HINGE AND
TWO STURDY CLAMP LATCHES
HAS SPACE FOR MIKE & CABLE
PLUS ROOM FOR 120 RECORDS
AND SOME • Q" CARDS HAS
BAKED ON ENAMEL FINISH AND
COMES IN TWO COLORS.
BROWN. OR LIGHT GREEN
INSIDE DIMENSION 7 1/2 X 7 1/2 X 151,4
SHIPPING WEIGHT 7=
Plus $2.00 mailing
(DEALER INQUIRIES
Canada $3.50
WELCOME)
1495 Calif. add 6°. Sales Tax

gene & mary lows dance supplies
408-292-6455

1367 E. Taylor St.
San Jose, Ca. 95133
Its

elovance,6 Vaneing's
aasic ealis
This list has been compiled for callers and dancers who wish to pursue material
above open club-level dancing, but do not want to devote a lot of time to higher
level dancing. These calls will give a basic knowledge of higher level material.
However, there are additional calls used in advanced dancing and many more
calls used in challenge dancing. Some calls not included on this list are no more
difficult to learn than these, and can easily be included in a relaxed advanced
level program at the caller's discretion.
All 4 couple movements
(theory & examples using current calls)
All 8 spin the top variations:
Fractional tops ('iz top, u. top)
Shorty tops (fractional tops with
U-turn backs)
All 8 swing thru
Acey deucey
Arky allemande
Arky star thru
Circulates:
Split circulate
Trade circulate (waves & two-faced lines)
In roll circulate/Out roll circulate
Clover and (anything)
Curli-cross
Chains:
Everybody chain
Island chain
Diamonds:
Cut the diamond
Flip the diamond
Ends bend
Explode the line
Explode (anything)
Explode the wave
Follow your neighbor
Follow your neighbor and spread
Hinge (couples hinge/partner hinge)
Hinge and trade (couples or single)
Half breed thru
Horseshoe turn
Load the boat

S quare

Dance Digest

Mix (Anything and mix, such as swing and
mix, circulate and mix, etc.
Pass In/Pass out
Pass the ocean/Pass the sea
Quarter In/Quarter out
Relay the deucey
Remake the thar, alamo, wave, column,
set-up
Roll (added after any call)
Scoot back variations:
Scoot and dodge
Scoot chain thru
Triple scoot
Single wheel
Slip, slide, swing
Spin chain the gears
Spin chain & circulate the gears
Spin the windmill
Split square thru
Square chain thru
Square turn thru
Step and slide
Swap around
Switch the wave/line
Tag the line variations
1/4 ,1/2 , 34 tag
Extend the tag
Trade the wave
Trail off
Walk and dodge
Wheel and spread
Wheel thru/Left wheel thru
Zig-zag/Zag-zig

Ser
vice

Edited and Published by
John & Evelyn Strong

A NEW NOTE SERVICE FOR CALLERS AND TEACHERS
Designed to add to your source of material in an easy-to-use format.
Each month dances and ideas will be published in six major sections:
A. 75 Basics only
B. 75 + 5
C. Open Basics
D; Exploring a Basic E. Gimmick or experimental
F. Grab Bag
Designed to allow you to find interest and variety in whatever program area
you seek. Useful, workable material for both new and experienced callers.
Subscribe now,
Cost is only $12.00 per year.
or write for a free sample issue.
First issue to be mailed in September, 1974.
Salinas, California 93901
750 Inglewood St.
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son
antonio
Paseo Del Rio, San Antonio, Texas

by Herman & June Insall
Publicity Chairmen, 23rd National
San Antonio, Texas
AND THIS IS THE WAY IT WAS:
A very big problem developed at the 23rd National Square Dance Convention
in San Antonio: How do you put on a convention and go to it, too?
Just a few observations:
Total registration as of 9 p.m. Saturday evening was 18,100 with Texas
leading the way, California, Oklahoma and Louisiana next in line. Dancers from
all fifty states and nine foreign countries attended, including 76 from Japan
(six callers and one round dance leader), representatives from Canada, Germany,
Saudi Arabia, Canal Zone, Puerto Rico, Switzerland, Mexico, the Philippines,
and maybe some we don't know about.
Square dancing in six halls offered levels labeled as programmed, and an experienced choreographer concluded that the majority of dancers were dancing
the 75 plus-50 extended basics. At least, these were the most crowded rooms.
Advanced patter and workshop has been very popular with the dancers, and
more advanced dancers attended that were anticipated. Dancers ranged in age
from four to eighty-five. One little six•year-old DO-SA-DOed by the ALAMO
and had never had a lesson — learned (and very well) just from watching Mom
and Dad. (They were from Tennessee and Dad's a caller.)
It is estimated that there were 450 callers with many on the waiting list.
While Stan Burdick emceed in one hall, he had a Japanese round dance cuer and
a Canadian caller at the same time, so concluded that this was a most international convention. The communications system ran smoothly, and only about
twelve callers showed up for the "gripe" session. They had no complaints, or
none that they expressed. Some constructive suggestions were offered.
There were twenty-two afterparties with the youth overflowing their room.
They had to be moved to a larger room. On Friday a rock and roll band alternated every fifteen minutes with the tips. The Challenge afterparty was very popular, and the campers had a really swinging party from Sunday on. Over 3,200
dancers do-sa-doed by the Alamo on Thursday night and it was more crowded
on Friday.
A total of twenty-four exhibition groups performed at the convention. General comments from the audience were that these have been the greatest ever, in•
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cluding square dancing, round dancing, clog steppers, tap dancing and excellent
contra dancing. By popular demand, a contra afterparty was held Saturday.
The "Story of Square Dancing" was told in the variety show, which drew a
standing-room-only crowd and brought down the house. Following the show,
the beautiful square dance wedding of Terry Ann Everson and Robert Martin
was performed in the theater with dancers as guests and the family squaring up
on the stage following the ceremony. They were presented an autographed copy
of the 23rd National Cookbook as a memento of the 23rd. (By the way, the San
Antonio Library requested twelve copies of the cookbook for the library.)
The Style Show was something else — a production that defies description —
beautiful, beautiful, beautiful, with a capacity audience at performance and rehearsal.
The Showcase of Ideas boasted sixty organizations in the U.S. and Canada
exhibiting, with the Hall of Fame Art Collection, and over 339 publications on
display. Fourteen traveling "Do-sa-do by the Alamo" banners came home after
being all over the world. The Japanese returned one, as did Chris and Ruthie
Vear from Germany; one came home from Cuba, another from Hawaii. The International Room under the direction of Steve and Fran Stephens was decorated
with seventy-six banners or replicas of banners of clubs from outside the U.S.
The Press Breakfast, attended by 194, was the scene when Bob Osgood of
SIO presented on behalf of the American Square Dance Society, the Silver Spur
Award to Steve and Fran Stephens for their outstanding contribution to square
dancing through C.R.O.W.D. (Central Registry of World Dancers). This is only
the ninth presentation of this award in sixteen years.
The K LRN educational TV station filmed many thousands of feet of film for
a documentary. There is a possibility, if requested, that this 30-minute film to
be released to 135 stations over the country, will be available for about $100 a
copy. The convention was given tremendous coverage by local newspapers and
radio-TV, and Women's Day magazine, a national publication. Watch for it!
The Sew-and-Save panel featured over 3,000 particpants and people came
out saying, "Isn't that something?"
Solos registered over 800, and their afterparties featured an innovation: every
third tip was "ladies' choice." The solos had a great Trail End Dance, too.
Campers numbered about 1500 in 515 camping units at the Coliseum. The
Youth Room was jammed with over 1000, excited about square and round dancing.
Round dancers enjoyed parquet wood floors while 54 dances were taught
with 80 round dance leaders from all states and Japan helping with cueing, monitoring, etc. As many as 243 couples attended different workshops in different
halls at one time. Comments said this was the greatest round dance program ever.
Twenty-nine panels, clinics and seminars ended at 5 p.m. Saturday, with record attendance at all. The Arena was filled at the "Smooth Dancing and Styling"
clinic on Saturday, with great participation on Thursday and Friday. Bob Ruff
conducted an outstanding seminar with several hundred non-dancers and dancers
actually participating.
The Japanese contingent presented an engraved plaque "Letter of Appreciation" to John and Vivian McCannon and to Steve and Fran Stephens as a token
of their pleasure at being invited to attend.
The Security Police report stated, "We've been looking for trouble but just
can't find any. The happiest convention we've ever had."
It was just great. The things reported above really aren't just "Texas Brags."
People told us these things and we appreciated their thoughtfulness in letting us
know about it.
Y'ALL COME AGAIN!
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GRENN
P.O. BOX 216
BATH, OHIO 44210
GR-102 RECORD & MIKE CARRYING CASE
Rugged construction combined with elegant appearance. Holds 120 45rpm records. Will not sag
under full load of records. Compartment in lid
provides safe carrying space for mike plus cord
or remote volume control.
List S25.00
Weight 6 lbs.

GR 301 PLASTIC SLEEVES

GR-201 SET OF DIVIDERS & INDEX CARD
Set includes 60 dividers for 45rpm records and
2 index cards.
Weight 1 lb.
List S1.60
GR-301 PLASTIC SLEEVES for 45rpm records
Heavy gauge, transparent polyethylene sleeves.
25 sleeves weight 1 lb.
List 156 each
GR-401 Self-sealing MAILING ENVELOPES
for 45rpm records
50 envelopes weight 1 lbs.
Price 5t each
GR-501 8 ft. adjustable STAND for PA.
SPEAKERS
Speaker cases can be screwed to metal flange at
top of stand.
Weight approx. 12 lbs. (2 cartons) —List S25.00
GR-502 ADAPTER, for mounting closed-back
speakers on GR-501 stand
Weight Y. lb.
List S2.50

GR- 502 GR 501 GR-503

GR-503 Heavy Duty STAND for speakers weighing 30 lbs. or more.
(Shipment by U.P.S. or truck only)
Weight 16 lbs.
List S35.00

GR-102 RECORD & MIKE CARRYING CASE
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SWEET EVAGEAN

GR 14197

by Francis & Yvonne Halbisnn

MISS PEABODY BROWN
by John & Mary Macuci

SIESTA IN SEVILLA

GR 14198

by John & Maryalice Hefeneider

TANGO MANNITA
by Manning & Nita Smith

New coupling of two classic dances.

OBLAH-DI OBLAH-DA

GR 12145

Flip Square by Dick Leger

TOP
TOP 25301

WHEN YOU'RE SMILING
Flip Square by Chip Hendrickson

TOP 25303

RUNNING BEAR
Flip Square by Dick Jones

FTC
(Full-Time Caller)
NEW Square Dance Label, coming VERY soon!

Twel grenn
(Dealers Only)
Do you have problems obtaining fast delivery of dance records'
If so, tell us about your problems.
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srRAicHT TALK

Readers are invited to send opinions, suggestions and thoughts for publication in this
new regular feature. Opinions expressed in this column do not necessarily reflect those
of the editors.

Square dancing— a poor relation?
Now why would I say that? I am sure
that there are many who will pay ten
or even twenty dollars each for a "night"
on the town," but mention that price
in connection with a square dance and
they are quite horrified. Square dancing is an inexpensive pastime — and I
am sure will continue to be so, but
surely for our "big" dances we can do
better than school halls and the like.
Don't get me wrong — the community
hall and the school hall are fine for
our weekly dances but when we get all
dressed up in our best square dance
outfits, how nice it would be to go to
a ballroom, where we don't have to do
anything but "just dance."
What if we have to pay more for
kitchen help so that the ladies don't
have to clean up, give that hardworking executive officer a break and
hire a hall where everything is catered.
Let's improve our image and not always look for the cheapest way to do
things.
Thinking of another aspect of
dancing, why, why, why do the ladies
always have to sit and wait for a gen-

tleman to decide which one he is going
to ask? I am sure if the ladies had
equal choice the squares would fill
much more quickly. Kathleen Jones
from "Square Talk,"
Saskatoon, Saskatchewan
As in any classroom situation, the
teacher knows his or her students'
abilities lie somewhere within the normal curve of distribution. The teacher
determines this through testing and
observation and then, in today's nongraded and multi-age group schooling,
places the student in a skill group. This
allows the pupil to work at a level
commensurate with his expertise.
In square dancing, we must substitute the caller for the teacher, the
dancer for the student, and the "level"
for the skill group. It is the reason
why some dancers are in one skill
group rather than another that seems
to be baffling or upsetting some dancers and callers.
One of these reasons has to be the
amount of time the dancer has available. Just as the student who concenContinued on Page 62

SQUARE AND ROUND DANCE RECORDS BY MAIL
• In Business since 1949 at same location.
°11111 • Same day service on most orders.
• Catalog upon request.
11014 • One of the largest stocks in the Southwest.
• Quantity purchase discounts.
MAIL ORDER-MASTER RECORD SERVICE
P 0 BOX 7176 • PHOENIX, ARIZONA 85011 • (6021 279-5521
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This is what can happen when several area clubs cooperate to stage one big
gala affair and get a whole city, like Pensacola, Florida, to tap its corporate
foot to the rhythm of some hoedown sounds:
PENSACOLA SQUARE DANCERS CELEBRATE
FIESTA '74
by Rollin Moseley
Atmore, Alabama
When Pensacola, Florida, celebrated its 25th annual Fiesta of Five Flags recently, with such fun-filled events as an all-day water ski tournament, a British
cooking school, the Miss Pensacola Beach Beauty Pageant, De Luna Yacht Parade, Teen-age Battle of the Bands, Seville Square Settlers Art Festival, and
many, many others, the very active square dance council of the Gulf Coast city
joined whole-heartedly in the colorful activities.
There was a big, four-hour Fiesta Square Dance at the Municipal Auditorium
on Tuesday night, which was very well attended; this was the main event staged
by the council. Along with this main attraction that attracted many tourists,
the usual weekly dances were held: Monday, Swingin' Saints; Tuesday, Swingsters; Wednesday, Pensacola Shufflers; Thursday, Circle Squares, Freedom
Swingers; Friday, Bellview Junction Squares; Saturday, Quadrillers, Seaside
Squares. And to ensure that square dancing always enjoys the highest ranking
in the hearts and feet of West Floridians, the weekly square dance class sponsored by the Pensacola Shufflers went on as scheduled.
If square dancing continues to grow at its present rate in the West Florida
city of Pensacola, a new day of the week will have to be invented to handle
all of the dancers.
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INTRODUCING OUR NEW "SPINNER"

Every pair of
COAST shoes are
made with top
grain leather
uppers and split
leather out soles.

1

COW /
SQUARE DANCE
SHOES
HOLLYWOOD CALIF ,

LOOK FOR OUR NEW
SPINNER SHOES AT
YOUR FAVORITE LOCAL
SQUARE DANCE AND
WESTERN STORES
THE NATION'S
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#1 SQUARE DANCE SHOES

V. ZOMACCZ,
I wish to comment on that article,
"Dressing Makes It," in your July '74
issue.
I agree with some of the points expressed in the article but I thoroughly
disagree with the part about the length
of the dresses. I was against short
street dresses when they first came
out but I prefer them now, and I am
happy that the girls are fighting the
push to get them back into long dresses. Their short dresses have made all of
us (men and women) younger.
I have looked at thousands of girls
dancing and short square dance dresses look much better than the long
ones. Here, however, is the fact that
some women shouldn't wear shorts and
some should not wear slacks. So, girls,
if you have the legs, wear your square
dance dress several inches above the
knee and don't be afraid, it will not be
a "leg show" except in the opinion of
those women who a... who a... Oh
well! Believe me girls, you'll look terrific.
If you want long dresses, let's go
back to "Turkey in the Straw" and
"Duck for the Oyster," etc.
Gus Greene
Baldwinsville, New York
You might suggest to Harold Bausch
that he look up "Keno" in his Funk
and Wagnalls. It is a game almost identical with Bingo, and a call of "Keno!"
has the same significance as "Bingo!"
In other words, this game is finished.
H. Orlo Hoadley
Rochester, New York
They said it couldn't be done, but
it was. I refer to the March Pittsburgh
dance with Keith Gulley and Jim Davis
of this year. Last month the results of
an "experiment" were divulged — the
doing away-of the set-up square for an
entire challenge weekend (with the exception of the "special" dance held

the last morning).
Twas about a half year ago that we
(the baby challenge dancers) wrote a
column here decrying and bemoaning
the folly of the set-up. At that time
we hoped to reach the ears of those
who were in a position to change the
situation.
At a subsequent St. Louis dance we
were able to express to Keith Gulley
personally the anxieties of dancers
who were planning to attend Pittsburgh
March dance from our area, as to being
able to "get in" a set. He said he would
speak to his group and kept his word.
Three cheers for all the dancers who
experimented and in particular, Keith
Gulley and Jim Davis of the Quartermores, who were so instrumental in
bringing our hopes to such a successful
conclusion.
It truly is possible for a lone voice
to be heard if the feelings are strong
enough and logic stands behind it.
Lee & Mickey Schwartz
Chicago, Illinois
DO - IT - YOURSELF BINDERS

In answer to readers' inquiries about
binders for American Squaredance issues, Dandy Idea in July 1973 suggesContinued on Page 69

McGOWAN SIGN COMPANY
507-345-4125
1925 Lee Blvd.
MANKATO, MINNESOTA 56001

The .N'ation's Finest
SAO Promotional Products
MINI STICKERS
BUMPER STICKERS
MAGNETICS
NYLON FLAGS
SQUARE DANCE SEALS
DRIP RAIL FLAG HOLDERS
CELLULOID BUTTONS
Dealer Inquiries Invited — Carry The Best!
Write for Free Catalog
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CUSTOM MADE_ SQUARE DANCE APPAREL

•
P.O. Box 8134 CORPUS CHRISTI, TEXAS 78412 Phone: 512/853/3931

For a Petticoat that really

•

STANDS OUT in a crowd -

Insist on a JACQUE'S ORIGINAL!
See what a difference 100% nylon marquisette makes
In the way you look and feel
FEATURING
Cotton Batiste Top
Four Full Tiers

p

Prompt Delivery
Satisfaction Guaranteed
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OUR BEST TESTIMONIAL.

•

•
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When ordering, measure 1" shorter than skirt length. State waist size.
30 yard sweep
$12.95
50 yard sweep
$16.95
Pettipants
Fashioned of the finest batiste, frosted with row upon row of nylon lace,
add the finishing touch to your Square Dance Wardrobe.
Mid-thigh
S 7.00
Knee-length

5 7.50
Complete color range available — Indicate Small, Medium, Large
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•

•

• IVE YEARS OF CONTINUOUS FULL-TIME OPERATION AND THOUSANDS UPON
•
• THOUSANDS OF PETTICOATS WORN BY DANCERS COAST TO COAST THIS IS

•
•

•

•

Add 51.15 each'on petticoats and 504 each on pettipants to cover shipping and handling
Texas residents add 5% sales tax.

SAVINGS - S1.00 discount each on orders of 6 or more.

.t1anufactured by Square Dancers for Square Dancers!
Dealers Nationwide

Inquiries Invited

•

•
•
•

•
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Encore
by Mef Merrell
Highlights from Past Issues of this Magazine
25 YEARS AGO

—

August 1949

Many people think there is only
one type of western square dancing in
the west. Jimmy Clossin of West Texas
says, "Not so." There is a very noticeable difference in dancers from different sections of the west. The dance
varies from a little hop and stamp to
2/4 time used close to the Mexican
border, to the smooth two-step rhythm of the West Texas dancer and the
fast walking step of the Coloradan.
East Texans swing with a waist swing
one turn around, Coloradans with two
turns. West Texas dancers still retain
the one and two hand swing one turn
around, so while their music and step
are a little slower, the pattern and figures change fast. Dances in West Texas
and Southern New Mexico and Arizona show a definite Spanish influence
in many intricate figures and patterns.
Elsewhere in the magazine this description of the North Atlantic states'
buzz step swing is given: "Put the
outside of your right foot alongside
of the outside of your partner's right
foot. Take her in regular dance position. In time with the music, push
with the left foot as though you were
on a scooter, never letting the left foot
get in front of the right. This gives
a much faster and more interesting
swing than the walk-around swing of
the west and south."
Ever dance on a spring floor? Henry Zander writes of a square dance
held in a century old building in Racine County, Wisconsin, with props removed from under the floor, so it
would do its "darndest." "I did not
expect to see such a movement of the

floor, but the entire building swayed
'like a boat in a choppy sea.' One lady
in the exhibition set became seasick.
Even the benches swayed and the
heads of those seated bobbed up and
down with the movement. Air rushed
in the windows when the floor dropped, and out again when it rose. When
a person is out of step on a spring floor
he may find himslef on the floor but
up again in a few seconds to continue
the dance."
10 YEARS AGO

—

August 1964

Our own Willard Orlich, "top choreographer in the field today," appears
on the cover and his article, "Square
But Smooth" is featured. Square dancers everywhere salute him for his promotion of smooth square dancing. Two
essentials for a smooth dance are the
individual dancer's styling and the caller's flowing choreography. Willard
says, "The dancers who have never
actually experienced a smooth tip are
missing the best that square dancing
has to offer."
Brand new this year is the National
Square Dance Campers Association
that was given its first boost by the
Wolf River Area Callers and Dancers
of Northeast Wisconsin. Square dancers are taking to the great out-ofdoors.
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MERRBACH
'Flip instrumentals
PRESENTS

BLUE STAR RELEASES:
45 rpm Special Releases
9002— Old Buster, Al Brownlee/Old Buster's Answer, Chuck Borella
9001— Marshall Flippo Calls the First Nighter
45 rpm Releases
1990— T For Texas, Key G/ Jam-Bal. Key C (Hoedowns)
1989— First Day of the Rest of My Life, Caller: Roger Chapman'
1988— Four Walls, Caller: Bob Fisk'
1987— Paper Roses, Caller: Nate Bliss'
1986— Big Bad Bill, Cued by Betty Mueller (R/D)
1985— Sweet Jalynn, Cued by Russ Collier (R/D)

DANCE RANCE RELEASES:
625— Blue Ridge Mountains Turning Green, Caller: Ron Schneider'
624— Rosie, Caller: Barry Medford'

BOGAN RELEASES:
1258— When My Blue Moon Turns To Gold, Caller: Mike Sikorsky'
1257— Slowly You're Driving Me Out Of My Mind, Lem Gravelle'

LORI.: RELEASES:
1145— Ragged But Right, Caller: Stan Ruebell'
1144— Take Your Girlie Promenading, Caller: Stan Ruebell•

SWINGING SQUARE RELEASES:
2367— Amarillo By Morning, Caller: Ken Oppenlander•
2366— She's Got Everything I Need, Caller: Bill Owsley•

ROCKIN A RELEASES:
1361— Hee Haw Polka Square, Caller: Dave King'
1360— City of New Orleans, Caller: Bob Arnold'

BLUE STAR LP'S AND TAPES:
1024— Dave Taylor Calling in Stereo
1023— Marshall Flippo, Calling the Stereo, Kirkwood Lodge

We carry all square dance labels. Dealers' inquiries are invited.

MERRBACH RECORD SERVICE
323 West 14th St., Houston, Texas
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LEMON BREAD
Do two two-steps to the refrigerator and get 6 tbs. butter, 2 eggs, Y2 cup milk,
1 lemon. Now vine four and walk two to the cupboard for 1 cup sugar,
cup
flour,
tsp. salt and 1 tsp. baking powder. Do a full box while creaming together sugar and butter. As you beat two eggs and add to sugar and butter,
practice the double scissors. Sift together and add flour, salt, and baking powder as you breeze through the double hitch. Vine left and right as you grate
the lemon peel and add alternately with milk. Pour mixture into greased loaf
pan while balancing left and right. Do two turning two,steps to the stove and
bake at 350° for 45 minutes. Meanwhile do two cutbacks, dip and recover back
to the counter and mix
cup sugar with juice of the lemon to form a glaze
for bread. Let bread stand for fifteen minutes before removing from pan, then
spread top and sides with glaze. Leave uncovered 'til cool then wrap tightly
with foil. Maneuver to the refrigerator and store bread. Keeps well for days if
you can resist eating it that long.
Caro/ Stewart
P.S. This recipe really works!
from the Maine "Square Reader"
* * * * * * * * * *
"Eatin' Along Texas Trails" was the cookbook published for the 23rd National
Convention, and here are two recipes from it. The first was submitted by three
dancers, Willie Hempel, Viola Moorman, Wanda Slaton, so it must be good.
MEXICAN CORN BREAD
1 1/2 jalapeno pepper,
1 cup yellow corn meal
chopped
2 eggs
'/2 lb. grated American
3/4 tsp. soda
cheese
1 med. onion, chopped

1 cup buttermilk
Y2 cup cooking oil
'/2 tsp. salt
Pepper to taste
1 sm can Mexicorn

Mix all ingredients except cheese. Pour one-half of the batter into a large iron
skillet, which has been greased and heated. Sprinkle cheese over this and add
the rest of the batter. Bake at 400° or until brown.
* * * * * * * ** *
Dorothy Hobbs, assistant general chairman at San Antonio, submitted this
recipe for a delicious hot appetizer.
NACHOS
1 lg. pkg. Doritos or toasted tortillas
1 lb longhorn cheese
Thin strips of jalapeno peppers
Cut cheese into cubes. Place corn chips on cookie sheets, On each, place a piece
of cheese topped with a jalapeno strip. Place in oven until cheese melts, 2-3
minutes. Serve hot.
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Dancing
Tips

)!(,• •• • •• • •• • • • • • •••
by Harold & Lill Bausch
The National in San Antonio was
great: good facilities, friendly people,
good sound, and a real great crowd of
happy enthusiastic dancers. Oh, yes,
callers, round dance teachers and contra instructors aplenty, too.
To me there is one thing that stands
out at a convention, even over and
above the educational benefits, and
that is the enthusiasm seen all around.
New dancers who are attending their
first convention just can't seem to
crowd in enough dancing; experienced
dancers are enjoying the feeling of being able to dance to callers from
all over the country; callers are enjoying getting together to compare notes
and renew acquaintances. Everyone is
just "letting it all out."
A pleasant surprise to me was the
number of dancers and callers who told
me they enjoyed our articles. Gosh!
Now I Know people actually read "Dancing Tips."
I sensed a new spirit of cooperation
among callers, a feeling that, "By golly,
we're all in this together, and things
are good and getting better. I was
asked to be one of the "older" callers
to sit down and counsel newer callers
in a sort of "What's your problem?"
and "How can we help you?" affair.
This was new and it's good. Sure, we
have clinics all over the country, but
here these fellows were getting "In stand Clinic" — free!
New equipment was much in evidence and some old ideas are being rediscovered. I for one enjoyed showing
a workshop group how some of the
old calls are back — and how some
could be used to accomplish the same
32

effect as some of the "new calls" —
only more directionally.
We find some callers are cutting
their travels a bit, and the local clubs
now achieve more value and prestige
to these callers. The backbone of the
whole square dance movement always
has been, and always will be, the local
club and the local caller. The fellow
who teaches the new dancers, carries
through to call the club dances, and
tries to keep the dancers up to date on
the good calls — this man or lady carries the biggest load. Most dancers realize this and have a loyalty and concern for their caller that many a political leader would envy. Without that
friendship, that "special. friendship,"
most callers would soon feel the job
wasn't worth all the effort.
We take great pride in the young
people who have taken a real fancy
to square dancing. They are indeed
a joy to behold, and of course they
are our future leaders and callers, the
ones who will carry on. But have you
thought of the value of square and
round dancing to the older generation?
This is a hobby that keeps them out
among people, keeps them from withdrawing from the active world. Actually, dancing keeps them younger
mentally and physically.
With all the good that we find in
square dancing, it behooves us not to
dwell on any isolated incident that
may have been unpleasant. Let's not
look for faults, except to correct them.
Enjoy the company of your fellow
dancer and accept the friendship and
happiness he may wish to share with
you. Oh my, if the whole world square
danced, wouldn't this be a better place
to be?

In a difficult period of economic
stress and adjustment, an increased
number of events around the subject
of caller contract fracture are being
brought to our attention, often with
the plaintive cry of "What can be done
about it?"
Fault seems to lie (as usual) fairly
equally with both the callers themselves and with club representatives
who are doing the booking. The problem is complicated by outside circumstances — halls being no longer available, higher rental fees, and dwindling
crowds in some areas.
Nevertheless, certain timeless rules
of ethics, fairness, and good conduct
ought to prevail, we think. The general
theme of letters of cancellation (from
clubs to caller or from caller to clubs)
ought to be "We must make adjustments, but let's work it out together
and leave the door open."
If contracts have been signed (A
simple letter is a contract, too.) it is
never right to say "You have been cancelled and here's why . . ." or "I'm
cancelling that club date, and .here's
why . . .." Letters of this kind should
always start with a question, "Will it
be okay if .. ..?" or "Can we make an
adjustment on such-and-such date ...?"
A little reciprocal feeling of understanding can do so much to prevent
ruffled feathers.
Recently a veteran caller received
this letter two months before he was
scheduled to call for the group as part
of a calling tour (and a year after the
date was booked and confirmed by
contract):
"We have checked . . . and were
told your style of calling does not fit
what our dancers look for ... (and) in

cancelling your dance, we had to cancel our hall for the evening . .. we are
left without a dance .... etc."
Our opinion is that if a caller has
been booked for a year, and has built
his touring plans around a date in
question, it is extremely unfair for
a club to cancel the dance two months
ahead, especially for reasons of a caller's style, level, programming, or
similar items. We think that even if the
caller is discovered to be "Possum Pete
from Ragweek Creek" who only calls
"Duck for the Oyster," the confirmed
booking should be honored, or a satisfactory adjustment should be made.
Or the other hand, callers are just
as duty-bound to honor written agreements with clubs, and never cancel
bookings to accept something better
elsewhere. Legitimate and serious sickness is the only excuse, and if possible,
the caller should assist the club to get
a suitable replacement.
The key to the problem, again, is
that when unusual situations develop
on either side, the immediate answer
should be: "Let's work it out together."
We invite your reactions and comments on the subject. What are the
bases on which legitimate booking cancellations can be made? Would it be
appropriate to ask the ethics committee of Callerlab to study the matter and
make recommendations?
Do we have existing guidelines?

CALLERS
NEW CALLERS
EXPERIENCED CALLERS
ALL CALLERS
There is available to you a wealth of material in our most usable "SQUARE

DANCE CALLERS REFERENCE
NOTES." Easy material, challenge material, new material, old material, all
written by and for our members.

LIABILITY INSURANCE, too!!
For a free mailing, send a postcard to

SAD CALLERS ASSN. SO. CALIFORNIA
16404 Ardath Ave, Gardena, Calif. 90247
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KEEP 'Enif DANCING
by Ed Fraidenburg
Average Club Hash & Breaks
Interesting choreography arrangements
using no more than the 75 Extended
Basics plus 10.

4C:41
171r
.i

Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, boys run, curlique
Eight circulate, swing thru double
Boys run, bend the line, pass thru
Boys run, curlique, eight circulate
Swing thru double, boys run
Bend the line, left allemande

Heads flutter wheel, sweep a quarter
Pass thru, right and left thru
Star thru, pass thru, bend the line
Right and left thru, star thru
Square thru four, bend the line
Pass thru, partner trade, pass thru
Left allemande

Heads star thru, double pass thru
Boys run, curlique, step thru
Wheel and deal, men zoom
Girls pass thru, curlique,
Boys circulate, boys run
Bend the line, square thru four
Trade by, star thru, pass thru
Girls trade and curlique, boys run
All promenade, sides wheel around
Cross trail thru, left allemande

Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, bend the line, bend it again
Pass thru, ends fold, square thru
Gents four, girls three
Gents divide and face the middle
Left allemande

Heads pass thru go round one to a line
Do-sa-do to a wave, spin the top
Curlique, boys circulate, girls trade
Curlique, scoot back, boys run
Square thru four, trade by
Pass thru, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Star thru, spin the top, curlique
Boys run, circle four,
Heads break to a line, crosstrail thru
Left allemande.
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Swing thru, curlique, boys run
Reverse flutter wheel, pass thru
Left allemande
Head ladies chain across
Now chain to the right
Heads star thru, pass thru, star thru
Pass thru, bend the line, star thru
Pass thru, centers star thru, pass thru
Everybody California twirl
Lady on the right half sashay
Lady on the left, left allemande
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Sides lead right and circle to a line
Star thru, half square thru
Bend the line, star thru
Half square thru, bend the line
Right and left thru,star thru
Right and left thru,
Roll away half sashay
U-turn back, left allemande
Four ladies chain, chain back 3/4
Sides half square thru
Half square thru the outside two
Bend the line, half square thru
Those in the middle slide thru
Pass thru, left allemande
Sides half square thru, slide thru
Right and left thru, star thru
Pass thru, centers half square thru
Everybody California twirl
New sides half square thru, slide thru
Right and left thru, star thru, pass thru
Centers half square thru
Everybody California twirl
Left allemande
Head ladies chain right
New head ladies chain across
Sides lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal

Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off %, pass thru, wheel across
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, centers in
Cast off %, pass thru, wheel across
Pass thru, ends fold, square thru
Girls four, men three
Men left square thru, girls divide
Face the middle, left allemande
Four ladies chain
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Double pass thru, face partner
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Girls square thru, boys square thru
Centers in, cast off 34, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Centers in, cast off %
Cross trail thru, left allemande
Heads swing thru, men trade
Star thru, right and left thru
Star thru, pass thru, on to the next
Right and left thru, star thru
Left allemande
Some easy ones:
Sides half sashay, heads crosstrail
Go round one to a line
Bend the line, star thru
Substitute, pass thru
Left allemande
Four ladies chain, sides right and left thru
Heads star thru, double pass thru
First couple left and next right
Pass thru, on to the next star thru
Circle four, heads break to a line
Pass thru, bend the line, star thru
Left allemande
Heads flutter wheel, sweep a quarter
Pass thru, circle four
Heads break to a line, star thru
Right and left thru, dive thru
Double pass thru, first couple left
Next one right, two ladies chain
Ends only star thru, right and left thru
Same ladies chain, pass thru
U-turn back, left allemande
Sides roll away, heads crosstrail
Go round one, into the middle
Pass thru, split two and line up four
Star thru, right and left thru
Dive thru, square thru %
Left allemande

Heads cross trail thru
Go behind the sides and star thru
Sides pass thru, star thru
Right and left thru, pass thru
To the next two, star thru
Left allemande..........
Heads flutter wheel, sweep a quarter
Pass thru, flutter wheel, sweep a quarter
Pass thru, U-turn back, flutter wheel
Sweep a quarter, pass thru
Centers flutter wheel, sweep a quarter
Pass thru, everybody U-turn back
Left allemande
Four ladies chain, heads half square thru
Pass thru, sides pass thru, all promenade
Back out to an eight hand ring
Sides right and left thru
Square thru four, pass thru
Heads pass thru and promenade home..
Heads pass thru, go round one
Into the middle, do-sa-do
Box the gnat, pull by, split two
Line up four, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Girls turn back, left allemande
Not so easy:
Heads square thru four, swing thru
Tag the line right, wheel and deal
Dive thru, flutter wheel
Pass thru, circle four to a line
Pass thru, tag the line right
Bend the line, pass thru
Tag the line right, bend the line
Half square thru, trade by
Box the gnat, eight chain three
Left allemande
Heads square thru four
Single circle % to a wave
Eight circulate, do-sa-do
Single circle', right and left thru
Dive thru, pass thru
Star thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
Centers in, cast off %
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Girls pass thru, single circle %
Swing thru, boys run, wheel and deal
Dive thru, square thru
Left allemande
From the "Pulse Poll":
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Motivate, split circulate
Continued on Page 68
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by Bob Howell

In answer to a letter requesting information of the
"BOSTON TWO STEP", a dance that goes a long
way back but is still danceable today, here is the
Southern California version.
BOSTON TWO STEP
RECORD: MacGregor 3095
FORMATION: Couples in open dance position, inside hands held, facing LOD.
DANCE:
A. Balance together, balance away. Lady does left-face twirl over in front of
gent, while he twirls also. Balance toward partner, away from partner, four
steps backward.
B. Facing partner, two step-swings: step left, swing right, step right, swing left.
Repeat step-swings. In closed dance position, exchange places with three walking steps, putting lady on outside of circle, dip on last beat: gent dips back on
right, lady forward on left. Partners take two two-steps, turning CW while advancing LOD in circle. Twirl lady on fourth measure.
Balance on first measure of repeat of dance.

HAPPY LIFE (VARIATION)
RECORD: Kalox K1032
OPENER, BREAK, ENDING:
Join your hands and circle lef t
Oh what a happy world I'm in
Circle left until you get back home
Swing your taw just once and then you'll roam
Allemande left your corner then do-sa-do your own
Left allemande just once again, promenade your partner home
You promenade this girl, you're bound to win
Oh, what a happy life it's been'
FIGURE
One and three lead to the right and circle that track
Head gents break and make a line, go forward and back
Ladies chain across the square you go
Turn and chain them back again you know
Back right out and circle left that ring
Swing the corner lady promenade and hear me sing
You promenade her home and swing again
Oh what a happy life it's been!
SEQUENCE: Opener, figure twice for heads, break, figure twice for
sides, ending.
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Lannie McQuaide called this one at the Buckeye Jamboree in Cleveland
in May. She says it comes from "Old Tyme Square Dancing" by Ralph
Sweet.
JOHNSON'S REEL
DUPLE MINOR — NOT crossed over.
RECORD: Lannie used Ed Gilmore's "Drummer's Balance" (Balance X-114)
Intro:
1—8
9 — 16
17 — 24

Actives down the outside
Turn and come on back
With the one below down the center four in line
Turn alone and come on back
Cast off and right and left thru

25 — 32
33 — 40
Right and left back
41 — 48
Right hand star
49 — 56
Left hand back
57 — 64
Actives down the outside.
NOTE: Forewarn those on the ends of the set to become either active
or inactive every other time, but do not have them cross over.

forSai

S/D

Colors — Black and red or green. No choice of colors in sets except on special order ($1.00
extra). Colors will he mixed within sets. Set 5 will contain either lay-out of small stickers.
SPECIFY SET NUMBER and ADDRESS when ordering. Cost is S2.00 per set; we pay postage. Actual size of stickers: 2 5/8 x 8'h, 1 11/16 x 5 4, 15/16 x 2%. Allow 3 weeks.
Send us your idea for a sticker. If we use it, we will send you $10.00. S/D Clubs — promote
yourselves with stickers. Use ours or make up your Own. Write for information.
Dealer inquiries invited. Special discounts.
Send 52.00 per set to: David Walhy, PO Box 1177, Sandusky, Ohio 44870.
Ohio Residents add 4% sales tax.
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A Triumph of

(MAKING BETTER COMMUNICATION At

SOU*

This is a new milestone. It is an updated list, since Wi
levels, or plateaus of dance experience, popularly acc
class within the first ten nights. The second group we
mended for workshops in the second year of dance e
projects (such as the Callerlab quarterly list, the Bill
and leveling off system is in effect to help square dar

BASICS

-

THE FOUNDATION

Thanks to Sioi

Circle Left and Right - Walk - Forward and Back Square Identification - Split the Ring - One Couple
the Line - Two Ladies Chain - Courtesy Turn - Do
Left - Star Promenade - Hub Backs Out-Rim In ade Flourishes - Twirls - Pass Thru - Separate, Ara
One to a Line - Ends Turn In - Weave The Ring - C
Thar Star - Shoot the Star - (Rollaway) Half Sashay
1/4 Chain - Turn Back from Right and Left Grand -

rillANWeigliceliesmalliesileiuneslieismeisminVirtssillolliollimilemilm.

BASICS — THE EXTENDED PROGRAM T
Turn Thru - Wrong Way Thar - Slip the Clutch Top - Trade By - Wheel and deal - Double Pas -.T
stitute - Dixie Style - Spin Chain Thru - Peel Cif

N'AiViirie•Al'WeeeseeleeinWeeerVeiesiVeies•E'VeliVen.
EXPERIMENTAL BASICS

Thanks to W. Orlich &

Alamo Circulate - Box/Split Circulate - Cross Circ
the Diamond - Couples Lead to the Right - Facing
Thru - Cloverflo - Curlique - Couples Hinge and T
Partner Hinge - Dixie Star Thru - Double/Triple St
Flutter Wheel - Hinge Family - Outsides Ir./Out And Figures - Peel and Trail - Remake the Thar Chain Thru - Split Square Thru - Tag and Spin -.
Tops - Cross the Top - Veer Left/Right - Veer to
Rotary Tag Thru the Star - Spin Chain the Line AII-4-Couples - Arky Allemande - T-Cup Chain (pl
38

If Term Standardization

ID ACCEPTABLE PLATEAUS OF DANCE KNOWLEDGE A REALITY FOR

PE DANCERS EVERYWHERE)

Will Orlich's new 1974 "Plus-50" book is in print, of the three distinct dance
iccepted. The first group might be considered what a caller would teach in a
would carry him through the thirtieth class night. And the final group is recom! experience and beyond. Through this and other long-term standardization
II Davis Top Ten project, and this magazine's Pulse Poll) a much-needed sifting
lancers everywhere "speak the same language."

'N•o•NaldiammUmmeeles'a•
O/ASDS (California)

- Honors - Do-sa-do - Waist Swing - Couple Promenade - Single File Promenade le - Grand Right and Left - Arm Turns - Couple Separate - Allemande Left - Bend
)o Paso - Right and Left Thur - Ladies Grand Chain - Right Hand Star - Back by the
- Circle to a Line - All Around the Left Hand Lady - See Saw Pretty Taw - Promenround 1,2,etc. - Grand Square - Dive Thru - Frontier Whirl (California twirl) -Around
- Cross Trail - Wheel Around - Box the Gnat - Single File Turn Back - (Allemande)
ay - Balance - Square Thru - Half Promenade - Star Thru - Couple Back Track -

Veille.".••%%•MoVe.%%%%%%%%%%•.°•••••••••Veee.••••
Thanks to SIO/ASDS (California)

- Eight chain thru - Ocean Wave - Swing Thru - Circulate - Run - Trade - Spin the
.Thru - Centers In - Cast Off - Cloverleaf - Slide Thru - Fold - Dixie Chain - Sub- Pass to the Center - Tag the Line -

ONIINIVEVEU s'em'imilieeeelimmeeetemmee'VeNNIVAIVeliewies

& American Square Dance Magazine (From the 1974 Edition, "Plus-50 Experimental Movements)

rculate - Single File Circulates - Rotary Circulate - Diamond Circulate - Flip
Directions - Fan Back - Barge Thru - Boomerang - Cast Back - Chain Star
I Trade - Partner Wheel and Deal - Partner Hinge and Trade - Partner Tag Star Thru - Fan Family - Flare the Star - Flip Back - Follow Your Nabor - Pass the Ocean - Explode Something - Pair Off - Right and Left Roll - Peel
- Roll to a Wave - Scootback - Swap Around - Sweep A Quarter - Square
- Triple Trade - Trail Thru vs. Crosstrail - Trade the Wave - Turn and Que o a Two-Faced Line - Walk and Dodge - Zoom Family - Relay the Deucey - Spin Chain the Gears - Spin Tag the Deucey - Motivate - Cast a Shadow plus a glossary of 22 additional, less used terms and 4 traditional movements)
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by Jim Kassel
NATIONAL CHALLENGE CONVENTION
The eighth National Challenge S/D
Convention is now history. Ed Foote
has been chairman of this event since
its beginning. The work and planning
for this event was expertly handled by
Ed and his wife, Marilyn. Dancers attending were warm in their praise and
appreciation of their leadership.
The following is a summary of the
event:
"The eighth National Challenge
Square Dance Convention was held in
Pittsburgh, Pennsylvania, in June.
Twenty-six sets from fourteen states

and Canada attended.
"There were over twenty-five hours
of challenge dancing provided during
the three-day event, and over half the
dancers attended a trail-end dance the
day before the convention began. Different levels of challenge provided
something for everyone.
"The callers, who were chosen by a
vote of dance leaders from various
challenge areas were: Dewey Berry,
Jim Davis, Ed Foote, Keith Gulley,
Dave Hodson and Lee Kopman. In
addition, five other challenge callers
who attended the event were given the
opportunity to call.
"All the callers showed they could
dance as well as call challenge material,
as they were constantly dancing
throughout the convention."
The following statement from Ed
Foote, chairman, appeared in the convention program: "Challenge dancing
continues to grow in popularity
around the country. More interest has
been expressed in high-level and chal-
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lenge dancing by both dancers and
callers during the past year than ever
before. Dancers and callers participating in challenge dancing are at an alltime high, and the steady increase of
new dancers to the activity during the
last two years shows no signs of slackening. All of this speaks well for the
continued growth and success of challenge dancing."
It was announced that the 1975
Challenge Convention will be held in
Pittsburgh on June 19 to 21.
HIGHLIGHTS OF THE CONVENTION

The appearance of new and younger callers on the challenge scene certainly brightens the total picture. Norm
Poisson of Massachusetts, Ross Howell
of New York and Dick Boesch of Missouri called at the challenge convention
for the first time and did a tremendous
job. Leon Shattell of New York and
Art Fricker of Canada, both of whom
had called in previous years, did their
usual good job, so you see, we had a
total of eleven callers — these five plus
the aforementioned regular staff.
For the first time, starting on Wednesday with the Trail-end Dance and
continuing for four successive nights,
the hall was kept open after midnight
for those dancers and callers who wanted to try out some very difficult
maneuvers.
A few tips each day were specially
designated as being all out and naturally, the very brave, and those who worked especially hard all winter got together to try to do the ultimate. This
was the second year for these special
tips and to this writer's observation,
were the only tips that the dancers
set up in advance. This was great because it meant that for 90% of the
dancing there were hands up all over
the floor indicating spots where dancers were needed to fill out sets. Actually, there were fewer pre-arranged
sets than might be found at an ordinary club dance. From these observations, you might guess that there was a
satisfying good feeling and friendliness
among all dancers and callers, with the

best atmosphere of cooperation and
helpfulness we have witnessed at any
kind of a dance for a long time.
It was especially gratifying to me
to meet and talk with (some for the
first time) many who read or contribute to this column. I heard nothing
but praise for the column and for this
magazine. We danced a number of
times with Bernie and Dolores Fiegel
of Silver Springs, Maryland; Lee and
Mickey Schwartz of Chicago; and Ina
and Wilburn Boesch of St. Louis. I
mention these couples because they
have been good contributors to this
column and two of them we met for
the first time. The highlight of the convention for me was on Saturday night
when a Kopman tip was about to begin, and Bernie Fiegel spotted us and
said, "Jim and Mary, will you dance
with us this time?" This could not
have happened if tips had been made
up by the better dancers and/or way
ahead of time.
Since names make news it would
be quite remiss of me to fail to mention others who helped make this a
great convention. I refer now to the
members of the advisory committee:
Ambrose Baker, Rochester, N.Y.; Marty Block, Long Island, N.Y.; Stanley
Day, Evansville, In.; Art Fricker, Toronto; Weldon Hamma, Ft. Wayne, In.;
Chuck Hedger, Bridgeport, Ohio; Ellie
Krus, Peoria, II.; Jerry Postle, Columbus, Ohio; George Russell, Detroit, Mi.;
Danny Ryan, Boston, Ma.; Herb Seitz,
Buffalo, N.Y.; F.T. Stacy, Dayton, Oh.;
and Dan Woolston, Washington, D.C.
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In answer to some of our newer
readers and callers — Yes, we do danceproof all material presented in American Squaredance magazine each month.
Here in Florida we have a special small
workshop group who meet with your
editor and dance all the material on
hand. Called by George Jabbusch in
the same format we have used since
September, 1963, the workshop is a
dance where we make sure that enough
"easy" material is ready for square
dance magazine readers' use. We then
explore all new ideas your editor manages to gather together from numerous
sources. From these we pick those
which seem to have the most potential
to the square dance choreography as a
whole. These "special attention" new
ideas receive a full exploration in depth
with figures written by your editor,
and are then released through National
Callers Report note service every
month (since 1961) for further consid42

eration in the workshops around the
country. From these results finally
come the NEW IDEAS you see printed
each month in this magazine, along
with special GIMMICK dances, review
figures and general information in
choreography gleaned through the past
months of exploration and experimentation. So you see, these things don't
just "happen." They are the end result
of many previous efforts. Yet they represent only the beginning of something for the whole world to eventually enjoy in our square dance picture—
maybe!
Many callers have their own special
"gimmicks" or favorite types of figures
which they use at their own club dances. They don't expect the rest of the
square dance world to know or respond
to these gimmicks outside of their own
domain. You would probably never be
exposed to them unless you happened
to attend one of their club dances.
This is what would happen to you if
perchance you attended one of the
weekly workshops conducted by
George Jabbusch. In working the dancers out of a figure, he might note
that they are out of sequence. His fa-

vorite "gimmick" or fun command
used to correct the situation is to call
"load the boat." (1/67). Now ninety
out of a hundred dancers don't know
a "load the boat" from a bright green
apple, but George's workshop dancers
do because they're exposed to it every
week. These same people were caught
flat-footed when a visiting caller used
his gimmick zero figure from lines,
i.e. Cross the Star (NCR 1228). Even
though these dancers had been exposed
to this gimmick figure (and did it the
second time through), they could not
respond because of the meager exposure and lack of use. So it goes —
Another favorite is "Push open the
gates," which can be used from a Box
3-2 set-up (as though heads did a half
square thru), when a left allemande is
desired. When dancers are in an eightchain-thru set-up but facing the wrong
corner, a right and left thru plus push
open the gates solves the error. And
would you believe a gimmick series
like "Push open the gates, slam the
door and lock it"? It can be done but
probably only in Sarasota, Florida!
What's your caller's favorite gimmick?

CALLERS'
QUESTIONS '
(
y

FINLEY BELCHER, Tallahassee, Fl.:
Do you remember an ancient square
dance movement called "Figure 8?"
How do you do the Figure 8?
ED. NOTE: There is a traditional type
visiting couple pattern which was
called Figure Eight or Grapevine Twist.
The command went something like
this:

Gent No. 1 take your partner by the
wrist
Lead to the right and split those two
Around that lady don't be late
Back to the center make a figure eight
(Man No. 1 take partner by the hand,
lead her through couple No. 2, around
lady No. 2 into the center and make a
small clockwise loop to face couple
No. 2 again.)
Through that couple around that man
Back to the center as pretty as you can
Circle up four and don't be slow
Take then along and on you go
(Go to No. 3 couple, etc.)
Another Figure Eight figure we remember dancing was a Les Gotcher 78 rpm
record named "Little Wonder." A figure eight single file pattern was made
as a prelude to "forming two stars,
one like Venus and one like Mars."
This figure was written by Hubert
Fewell which he named Fewell's Figure 8 or Little Wonder (1950's). The
pattern was called as:
Couple one down center, split that ring
Couple two, then four, do the same
Couple three California twirl, separate
Ladies turn right, gents turn left
Cut a figure 8, gents, behind your date
Cut another figure 8 and form two
stars
One like Venus (girls), one like Mars
(men)
Gents weave in, ladies weave out
Trade those two stars round about
Gents weave out, ladies weave in
Trade those two stars round again
Pick up your own go down the middle
Couple one go left, next couple right
Last couple pivot with all your might
(All couples end up in home position
for the allemande left.)
The above information came from
the book "Instant Hash" written in
1961 by Lloyd Litman. Anyone interested in square dance research can
obtain a copy of this much-quoted
book from Myrtis Litman, 7309 Greenleaf Ave., Cleveland, Ohio 44130. We
understand Lloyd's widow has had a
reprint made of the original edition
and they are again available.
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BUD MILLER, Maplewood, N.J.:
I have used the "How To Be A Smooth
Dancer" booklet, your 50/75 Basic
Notes (Guideline) and the Callerlabapproved plan (Basic and Extended
lesson programs) to teach my first
square dance class. They turned out to
be very good dancers, happy and ready
to go out and dance. They visited a
club dance and had a ball! This started
them dancing to another call (voice)
perhaps a bit too early but the sponsoring club gave them one club tip and
one class tip — and successfully. They
now dance two to four times a week.
I just wanted you to know ..

ED. NOTE: Thank you — and we want
you to know that all the "tools" in the
world are only as good as the one using them. You have evidently been a
good "craftsman." You taught, they
learned and you both have a feeling of
satisfaction. Keep up the good start because we need good grass-root training
in order to perpetuate the growing activity.

RECIPROCATE

by Hank Drumm, Errol, New Hampshire
From a wheel and deal position, the
center four swing thru and cast %
around. At the same time the trailing
(outside) dancers divide, join right
forearms and cast 3/4. The movement
ends in a single file circulate position.
AUTHOR'S EXAMPLES:
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
RECIPROCATE
Single circulate two spots, boys run
Pass to the center, square thru %
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
RECIPROCATE, triple scoot
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Box walk and dodge, cloverflo
Slide thru, pass thru
Wheel and deal, zoom
Square thru 3/4 to left allemande
Heads slide thru, RECIPROCATE
Boys run (ladies flutter wheel,
eight-chain three, left allemande)
Dive thru, RECIPROCATE, boys run
(Square thru %, trade by, left
allemande)
Dive thru, RECIPROCATE, boys run
Swing thru and turn thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
RECIPROCATE, cloverleaf
(four single file meet four single file)
Weave thru the lines to a star thru
(All star thru when the lead person
meets the trailer)
Triple trade, bend the line, 8-chain 3
To a left allemande
EXAMPLES by Willard Orlich:
Heads lead right circle to a line
Turn thru, wheel and deal
RECIPROCATE, boys run
Clover and left square thru
Left allemande
Head couples star thru,
All peel off to a line, wheel and deal
RECIPROCATE, all-8 circulate
Boys run, centers square thru %
To left allemande
Head couples crosstrail thru, separate
Behind sides, star thru, RECIPROCATE
Grand walk and dodge, cloverleaf
RECIPROCATE, all-8 circulate
Boys run, centers trade
RECIPROCATE, boys run,
Centers partner tag and crosstrail
Left allemande

AMERICAN SOUAREDANCE magazine
WORKSHOP features original material submitted to the editor. New ideas are presented
each month. Mail new and creative material
to Willard Orlich, Workshop Editor, American Squaredance Magazine, P.O. Box 788,
Sandusky, Ohio 44870.
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GEMS FROM THE PAST
Authors Unknown. Taken from So.
Cal. Callers Association Notes:
Four ladies chain three-quarters round
Chain 'em back across the floor
Sides right and left thru,
New side ladies chain across
Eight rollaway a half sashay
Head men walk straight across and
Everybody left allemande
Side ladies chain across
Two and four a right and left thru
Same two a half square thru
Star thru, two ladies chain, pass thru
Wheel and deal, double pass thru
First go left, next go right, star thru
Right and left thru, rollaway half sashay
Half square thru, partner right
A right and left grand
Four ladies chain, four ladies chain 3/4
Heads a right and left thru
Same ladies chain
Same two lead right and circle four
To a line, pass thru
Wheel and deal
Center four left allemande
Rest rollaway, go right and left grand
Head gents face your corner
Box the gnat, four men to the middle
And back, square thru
With the girls star thru
Bend both lines, right and left thru
Star thru, dive thru, pass thru
Star thru, square thru four hands
Right to corner pull her by
Left allemande
Promenade and don't slow down
Two and four wheel around
One and two do a right and left thru
Three and four square thru 3/4

One and two pass thru
Everybody bend the line
Two and three star thru
One and four a right and left thru
Two and three square thru %
One and four crosstrail, find the corner
Left allemande
Four ladies chain %
Four ladies chain across
Head two a half square thru
A half square thru the outside two
Move on to the next, half square thru
Half square thru in the center too
Separate round one, face those two
Half square thru, on to the next
Crosstrail, find the corner
Left allemande
Heads spin the top, turn thru
Circle to a line, do-sa-do
To a big, long wave, ends trade
Grand swing thru,
Center four spin the top
Everybody turn thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Ladies lead Dixie style to an ocean wave
Girls circulate, boys trade, boys run
Bend the line, box the gnat
Right and left thru, star thru
Dive thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Eight to the middle and back with you
One and two do a right and left thru
New number two and number three
Do a right and left thru
New number three and number four
Crosstrail, find the corner
Left allemande
More by Authors Unknown:
Heads square thru, swing thru
Boys run, bend the line, pass thru
Wheel and deal, everybody U-turn back
Centers in, cast off 3/4 , pass thru
Wheel and deal, boys zoom
Girls turn thru, left allemande
Heads square thru, right and left thru
Dive thru, square thru 3/4
Left swing thru, girls trade, girls run
Couples circulate, boys trade
Wheel and deal, right and left thru
Dive thru, zoom, square thru 3/4
Left allemande
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Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers crowd in, line up four
Curlique, single file circulate twice
Boys run, centers pass thru
Curlique, walk and dodge,
Partner trade, allemande left
Heads lead right, circle to a line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru, veer to the left
Girls trade, bend the line
Slide thru, swing thru, boys run
Tag the line, lady go left, boys right
Left allemande
Heads right and left thru
Four ladies chain, heads trade
Separate go round one, squeeze in
Line up four, pass thru
Wheel and deal, girls swing thru
Same girls turn thru
Boys courtesy turn your girl
Rollaway, half sahsay, pass thru
Tag the line, put the centers in
Cast off 3/4, pass thru
Wheel and deal, outsides squeeze in
Line up four, pass thru
Wheel and deal, girls swing thru
Same girls turn thru Left turn thru with the boys
Girls turn thru, boys trade
Left allemande
Heads flutter wheel,
New couple no. 1 face your corner
Box the gnat (square your sets)
New heads cross trail, go round two
Line up four, pass thru, bend the line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Centers pass thru, swing thru
Cast off 3/4, boys circulate, girls trade
Swing thru, centers trade, centers run
Bend the line, pass thru,
Wheel and deal, centers pass thru
Left allemande
by Darrell M. Hedgecock, San Jose, Ca.
Four ladies chain, sides promenade half
Heads square thru, swing thru
Centers cross run, left swing thru
Ends cross fold, left allemande
Heads square thru
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave,
Centers trade, swing thru
Centers trade, centers cross run
Left swing thru, ends cross fold
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Left allemande
Heads swing thru, star thru
Circle four half way, swing thru
Star thru, sides California twirl
Peel off, bend the line
Heads box the gnat, pass thru
Left allemande
Heads box the gnat, change hands
Left square thru two hands
Left swing thru, slide thru
Couples circulate, wheel and deal
Square thru 3/4, pass thru, centers in
Cast off %, pass thru, ends cross fold
Pass thru, trade by, cross trail
Go right and left grand
by John Fogg, Altadena, CA.
Four ladies chain, heads square thru 3/4
Cloverleaf, sides square thru 3/4
Allemande your corner,
Partner box the gnat, pull by
Left allemande
Heads half square thru,
Face your partner, right and left thru
Head ladies chain
Sides right and left thru
Heads square thru, swing thru
All eight circulate double, turn thru
Left allemande
by Trent Keith, Memphis, Tennessee
Heads square thru, swing thru
Men trade, men run, bend the line
Pass thru, bend the line
Star thru, pass thru
Outsides zoom (to the center)
Left allemande
Sides square thru, right and left thru
Square thru three-quarters
Centers zoom (to the outside)
Left allemande
by Paul Nadeau, Saco, Maine
Heads slide thru, right and left thru
Rollaway, slide thru
Separate around one into middle
Right and left thru a full turn
Slide thru, right and left thru
Rollaway, slide thru, trade by
Swing thru, boys trade, boys run
Bend line, right and left thru
Rollaway, slide thru
Center square thru three-quarters
Others trade quick
Left allemande

Heads square thru, slide thru
Right and left thru, rollaway
Slide thru, partner trade
Slide thru, right and left thru
Square thru 3/4 around
U-turn back, slide thru
Partner trade, allemande left
Promenade, heads only rollaway
Sides wheel around
Four girls square thru four hands
Boys slide thru
If you're facing a girl, slide thru
Others put centers in and cast off %
Pass thru, wheel and deal, zoom
Centers pass thru, right and left thru
Pass thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, boys run
Couples circulate, tag the line
Face in, four boys square thru
Girls slide thru
If you're facing a girl, slide thru
Others put centers in and cast off 3/4
Everybody right and left thru
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads right and left thru, rollaway
Slide thru, curlique, scoot back
Boys run, right and left thru
Rollaway, slide thru, trade by
Slide thru, right and left thru
Square thru 3/4 around
U-turn back, slide thru
Centers pass thru, centers in
Cast off 3/4, slide thru
Centers square thru 3/4
Left allemande
Heads slide thru, right and left thru
Rollaway, slide thru
Partner trade and roll, curlique
Walk and dodge, partner trade
Slide thru, circle to two-faced line
Bend the line, cross trail thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru, sides rollaway
All slide thru, those facing out
Cloverleaf, meet a girl and slide thru
(with partner)
Those facing in slide thru
Square thru 1/4, left allemande
Heads star left, pick up corner
Star promenade, back out and circle
Four boys slide thru
Four boys walk and dodge

Circle to two-faced line, bend the line
Slide thru, cloverleaf
Centers pass thru, right and left thru
Pass thru, left allemande
by Bill Volner, Sikeston, Missouri
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, half tag, zig zag
Zoom, peel and trail, girls run left
Half tag, zig zag, boys run (right)
Cloverleaf, centers swing thru
Turn thru, partner trade
Zoom and pass thru
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, half tag zig zag
Boys run (right), double pass thru
Peel off, pass thru, half tag zig zag
Zoom, peel and trail, left swing thru
Cast off %, girls run (left)
Couples circulate, wheel and deal
Pass thru, left allemande
Sides lead right and circle to a line
Pass thru, half tag zig zag
Zoom, peel and trail, half tag zig zag
Zoom, peel and trail, girls run (left)
Slide thru, pass thru
Left allemande
Sides pass thru and separate
Around one to a line of four
Cast off 3/4, pass thru, half tag zig zag
Zoom, peel and trail, half tag zig zag
Zoom, peel and trail
Centers run (left), bend the line
Pass thru, wheel and deal
Boys square thru 3/4
Left allemande
by Dan Raymond, So Cal. Callers
PEEL THE TOP FIGURES
(See May issue, ASD Magazine)
Heads rollaway, pass thru
Separate, around one to a line
Swing thru, boys fold, peel the top
Step ahead, trade by
Left allemande
Heads flutter wheel
Heads lead right circle to a line
Girls fold, peel the top
Step ahead, rollaway, trade by
Left allemande
Head ladies chain, heads curlique
Walk and dodge, slide thru
Swing thru, boys fold, peel the top
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Step ahead, trade by
Left allemande
Heads flutter wheel
Four ladies chain 3/4
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Slide thru, swing thru, girls fold
Peel the top, triple trade
Step ahead, wheel and deal
Square thru %, left allemande
Sides flutter wheel, heads rollaway
Pass thru, both turn right around two
Make a line, do-sa-do, boys fold
Peel the top, boys sashay (face to face)
Everyone rollaway, wheel and deal
Left allemande
by Don Varner, Santa Barbara, CA.
Heads square thru, curlique
Split circulate, scootback
Walk and dodge, left allemande
Heads curlique, boys run
Spin chain thru, scoot back
Split circulate, centers trade
Curlique, boys run
Wheel and deal, eight chain three
Left allemande
All promenade, heads wheel around
Spin the top, boys trade
Split circulate, swing thru
Centers trade, split circulate
Scoot back, right and left grand
Heads crosstrail, separate around one
To a line, pass thru, bend the line
Partner tag, trade by, curlique
Split circulate, scoot back
Walk and dodge, bend the line
Left allemande
Heads star thru, pass thru
Circle half, veer left to a two-face line
Centers sashay right, split circulate
Centers sashay left, wheel and deal
Square thru, tag the line in
Star thru, centers square thru
Left allemande
by Ted Wegener, So. Calif. Callers Assn.
Heads square thru, swing thru
Boys run, girls swing right
Diamond circulate, boys swing right 3/4
Wheel and deal, box the gnat,
Spin chain the gears, right and left thru
Spin chain the gears, sashay right
Left allemande
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Heads square thru, spin chain the gears
Spin chain thru, girls double circulate
Boys run, girls swing right %
Diamond circulate, boys swing right %
Couples circulate, boys circulate
Girls fold, spin chain the gears
Sashay right, left allemande
Heads square thru, pass thru
Trade by, swing thru, boys scoot back
Boys run, couples circulate, boys run
Boys scootback, swing thru
Eight scoot back, turn thru
Courtesy turn (the girls beside you)
Pass thru, cloverflo
Left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Star thru, right and left thru
Do-sa-do to an ocean wave
Girls circulate, spin chain the gears
Sashay right, sashay right
Wheel and deal, dive thru
Square thru %, left allemande
Heads half square thru, swing thru
Boys run, girls trade, couples trade
Bend the line, half square thru
Trade by, veer left, wheel and deal
Right and left thru, veer right
Wheel and deal, California twirl
Trade by, eight chain three
Left allemande, walk by one
Promenade
by Jack Lasry, Miami, Florida
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, scoot back, fan the top
Slide thru, left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Swing thru, scoot back
Fan the top, curlique, girls run
Box the gnat, right and left thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Ocean wave, scoot back
Fan the top, boys run
Wheel and deal, slide thru
Left allemande
Heads square thru four hands
Circle to a two-faced line
Couples hinge, triple trade
Couples hinge, wheel and deal
Pass thru, left allemande
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Donohue's Dancing Duds
205 Lincoln St.
Scotia, NY 12302
Have Dudsmoblle, will travel!

NORTH CAROLINA
WESTERN CENTER OF THE SOUTH
1839 Spring Garden Street
Greensboro, No.C. 27403 (274-8936)
Have truck, will travel!

OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOP
1414 E. Market Street
Akron, Ohio 44305
Everything for the Square Dancer
HERGATT'S WESTERN SHOP
50 N. Linwood Ave.
Norwalk, Ohio 44857
EVERYTHING WESTERN
M & H WESTERN FASHIONS
13002 Lorain Ave. (216-835-0354)
Cleveland, Ohio 44111
MAIL ORDERS WELCOME
SQUARE TOGS
11757 U.S. 42
Sharonville, Ohio 45241
RECORDS AVAILABLE, TOO!

PENNSYLVANIA
Marea's Western Wear & Records
3749 Zimmerly Road
Cor. Love & Zimmerly)
Erie, Pa. 16506

SOUTH CAROLINA
Marty's Square Dance Fashion
404 Cherokee Drive
Greenville, S.C. 29607
S/D Clothing for men & women
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DOUBLE 0 RANCH WEAR
AV
:
1460 National St. (901-323-3760)
:Ik
Memphis, Tenn. 38122
Will ship records and clothing.
Nick's Western Shop
245 E. Market & Cherokee
Kingsport, Tenn. 37660
WILL SHIP RECORDS & CLOTHING !lt

'1F,
At.:

VIRGINIA

"U',

C & J Western Wear
P.O. Box 178, Norge, VA. 23127
"Kernel" String Ties
Custom Made/Instruction Kits

. .
:119:

WEST VIRGINIA

AV
)io:

BUCK & SANDY'S WESTERN WEAR W
Route 3, Meadowdale
Fairmont, West Virginia 26554
lt`
: :.
Complete Line for Square Dancers
At*
Western Weal & lack
.: ::
5006 McCnrkle Ave. SW
:*.
South Charleston, WV 25303
:
Square Dance Apparel
'U'
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How do you feel about a national
square dance organization? —June Insail, San Antonio, Texas.
This question pops up at regular intervals, and we suppose one reason no
such organization exists is because of
the weighty pros and cons that tend
to cancel each other.
On the pro side is the great need
for direction for the square dance activity, and the working together of
many major facets of the hobby. Legacy, at its 197 3 meeting, began this,
just by having many leaders meet,
think and discuss. Hopefully the 1975
Legacy meeting will move farther along
the path of recognized goals and coordinated activity.
On the con side, as we see it, stand
the diversified factions which have
operated independently for so long
that it would be difficult to accept
regulation by an overall organization,
and this is what each group fears. Callers do not want to be told what or
how to call unless they make the decisions; federations do not want a standard set-up if another one already
works in the area; the National Convention Executive Committee has
years of experience in operating the
event, and will not want changes to be
decided by some other group.
It becomes obvious that fear of
"being taken over" is probably the basic cause of foot-dragging in establishing a national organization. Square
dancing is American to its core, and
Americans (including Canadians) trea-
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sure their independent pioneer spirit.
Can't you picture the revolt in
square dancing if "someone" organized
such a nationwide group and said "This
is it!" Attempts by individuals to do
this have fallen on their collective faces, and this is good!
It seems to us that groups such as
Legacy, which lack formal organization
but include leaders of all facets, which
will study, discuss and move progressively forward, contain the hope for the
future of square dancing. If a decision
is made to form such an organization,
it will be made by a widely-assorted
group of people, geographically, economically and philosophically.
We should mention two other national groups now meeting: the National Convention Executive Committee, which has the responsibility for
selecting and working with the local
convention hosts each year, wields
much influence because of its years of
experience, demonstrated in the programs and events at the conventions;
and Callerlab, a new "International
Association of Square Dance Callers,"
meeting for professional and educational purposes only. Callerlab has no
intention of "taking over" the square
dance world.
Plans are under discussion to draw
together the leaders of these groups, to
share their similar goals and concerns.
We'll keep you posted on their progress
because we believe that our patience
now while these two infant groups and
the one "granddaddy" group work
toward their similar objectives will
mean a brighter future for square dancing. Progress must be slow, but
"haste makes waste," remember?

f

II

DANDY IDEA
Jack Cook of Wayland, Michigan, makes good use of a promotional
handout in the form of a business reply card, which he distributes widely to non-dancers. A modest-priced postal
permit, and only ten cents WHEN A CARD IS
t'o e
PE TURNED, plus printing, is his total cost.
But he asks, "Isn't it worth a dime for
ae°\e asV
a new square dance prospect?"
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J. F. Cook
106 W. Superior St.
Wayland, Michigan 49348

THE SOUND
WITH THE
SOLID BEAT

NEW RELEASES
JK-152
JK-153
JK-154

ALBERTA BOUND
Caller: Red Bates
LET ME BE THERE
Caller: Kip Garvey
LITTLE GIRL OF MINE
Caller: Carl Hanks

Box 54
Neertornolle
New York
12128

RECENT RELEASES
JK-150 KIDS SAY THE DARNDEST
THINGS Caller: Red Bates
JK•151 SWANEE
Caller: Ken Anderson
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c7Come Orneustries
Tastefully adorn your home, and at the
same time identify yourselves to all as
"square dancers." Crown your roof with
a beautifully wrought weathervane, and
personalize your lamp post or mail box
with an appropriately lettered sign,
topped with an attractive couple doing
a right arm swing.

THE RADERS

All are custom cast in aluminum and
finished in long-life flat black enamel.

$17.50
16"x 13"
Please PRINT name desired —
lettered on both sides.

WEATHERVANE
27"x32"
$25.00

ACT NOW!
Pre-paid
Check or Money Order
•

ROME

l
NDUSTRIES

331 Athens St.
Jackson, Ohio 45640
S19.50

15"x15"

Please PRINT name desired—
lettered on both sides.

* * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * • * * * * * * *
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Sketchpad Commentary
THREE FORCES
WORKING TOGETHER NATIONALLY/INTERNATIONALLY
FOR THE BETTERMENT OF SQUARE DANCING

CONVENTION
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Badges
ARMETA — Dept. A
Original Fun Club Badges
12505 N. E. Fremont St.
Portland, Oregon 97230
CENTURY CLUB
Merit badge of distinction. Join today.
P.O. Box 57
Westfield, Mass. 01085.
Cost: S1.25
KNOTHEAD BADGES— Official & Original
Washington Knotheads
P.O. Box 245
Gig Harbor, Washington 98335.
LLORRY'S
1852 South Reed Street (303-986-6446)
Lakewood, Colorado 80226
Activity & Club Badges

NEBRASKA— Dance-O-Rama Vacation &
Callers Clinic, Aug. 1-4; Harold Bausch &
Stan Burdick. Write Lill Bausch, 2120
Jaynes St., Fremont, NE 68028.
MICHIGAN— Trailer Dance Weekend, Aug.
2-4, Haas Lake Campground, New Hudson,
Bill Peterson, Frank & Phyl Lehnert. Write
Petersons, 30230 Oakview. Livonia, MI
48154.

LUDLOW TROPHY & BADGE
Tom Curto & Sons
116 Sewall St.
Ludlow, Mass. 01056

WEST VIRGINIA— 3rd Ann. Mt. State Festival, Concord College, Athens; Aug. 2-4;
Ron Schneider, Johnny Davis, Ron & Carolyn Hankey. Write Lula Baker, Rt. 3 Box
448, Princeton, WV 24740.

THE MAREX COMPANY
506'/ W. Columbia Ave.
Champaign, III. 61820
Largest selection — Fun & Club Badges
FREE CATALOGUE

MASSACHUSETTS— Dance Weeks, Aug.
3-10, 10-17, Pinewoods Camp, Buzzards
Bay. Write Country Song & Dance Society,
Pinewoods Camp, RFD 4, Box 451, Buzzards Bay, MA 02532.

MARMAC SPECIALTIES
316 Brockton Road 1567-1321)
Oxon Hill, Maryland 20021
Free Fun Badge Catalog

OHIO— 12th Ann. Reunion Overseas Dancer Assoc., Aug. 7-10, Oberlin College.
Write Will & Lil Bryant, 1915 W. Erie Ave.,
Lorain, Ohio 44052.

PAULY'S (715-845-3979)
P.O. Box 72
Wausau, Wis. 54401
Engraved and Jeweled Badges

CALIFORNIA— Squaw Valley Vacations,
Aug. 9-11. Don Franklin, Dick Houlton,
Bob Page, Wayne & Norma Wylie; Aug. 1116, Jerry Haag, Don Franklin, Bob Page,
John Cadiente, Wylies. Write Bob Page,
39162 Paseo Padre Pkwy., Fremont, CA.

Record•
DISTRIBUTORS
OHIO
TVVELGRENN ENTERPRISES
P.O. Box 16
Bath, Ohio
WASHINGTON
A & K Record Distributors
P.O. Box 24106
Seattle, Wash. 98124
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OHIO-- Happy Pair Holiday, Aug. 9-11, Hospitality Motor Inn, Cleveland; Frank & Phyl
Lehnert, Carl & Pat Smith. Write Phyl Lehnert, 2844 S. 199th St., Toledo, OH 43611.
ARIZONA— Flagstaff Festival, Aug. 10,
Johnny LeClair, E. Flagstaff Jr. High Gym.
Phone Larry & Nancy Wilson, 526-3778.
NEW YORK — Jenkins' Dance Week, Aug. 11
-17, includes boat dance on Lake George
(Adirondacks). Write Bill & Mary Jenkins,
Mockingbird Hill, Olmstedville, NY 12857.
WISCONSIN— 16th State S/D Convention,
East H.S., Appleton; Aug. 16-18. Write

Crys Sweet, 1743 N. Gillette, Appleton, WI.
54911.
GEORGIA— 10th Ann. Jekyll Island Jamboree, Aug. 16-18; Bob Bennett, Rod Blaylock, Audie & Clara Lowe. Write Bob Bennett, 2111 Hillcrest Dr., Valdosta, GA 31601.
MARYLAND— 11th Star-Spangled Banner
Festival, Aug. 15-17, Baltimore; Kip Garvey,
Red Bates, Keith Gulley, Lee Kopman, Lou
& Pat Barbee, Iry & Betty Easterday. Write
Bill & Paula Ray, 2820 Duvall Rd., Woodbine, Md. 21797.
MISSOURI— Dance Weeks, Aug. 18-Oct
12, Kirkwood Lodge, Osage Beach, Mo.
IOWA— 9th Ann. Kamper Dancer Festival,
Aug. 23.24, Ottumwa Coliseum.
WASHINGTON— 18th Ann. Salmon Barbecue, Western Dance Center, Spokane; Beryl
Main; Aug. 23-25. Write Don Neal, 2918 N.
Willow, Spokane, WA 99206.

3/B Products
SQUARE DANCE SEALS (Since 1965) —
Five-color, eyecatching seals on your correspondence are an invitation to square dancing.
Order from Bill Crawford, Box 18442, Memphis, Tn. 38118. Samples on request: One
sheet (501-50d; Three sheets (1501—$1; Ten
sheets—S3; Twenty-55; Special discount on
100 sheets for Club or S/D Shop resale.
YAK STACK
Sound Columns for Callers
Write: P.O. Box 184, Wenham, Mass. 01984
Call: 617-468-2533
Evie & Dick Thomas
13 Lucian Street
Manchester, Conn.
06040

t

COLORADO— 6th Peach Festival, Aug. 2324; Grand Junction; Bob Parrish, Gene &
Alice Crites. Write Al & Mildred Wing, 205
Teller Ave., Grand Junction, CO 81501.

S/D LABELS with dancing couple, 500 @ $2
Order from Square Specialties, Box 1065,
Manchester, Conn. 06040.

PENNSYLVANIA— Camping with Ron
Schneider, Kalyumet Campground, Clarion;
Aug. 24-25. Write Ron & Donna Schneider,
55 Barrett Rd., Berea, OH 44017.

Tapes

ONTARIO— Bangor Lodge S&R/D Vacation,
Lake Muskoka, Aug. 25-30. Write Marg
Hough, 33 Kells Ave., Scarborough, Ont.
M1K-4W6.
TEXAS— Labor Day S/D Weekend, Aug. 30Sept. 1, Bastrop. Write Hideaway in the
Pines, Bastrop, TX 78602.
OHIO— S&R/D Campers Weekend, Aug. 30Sept. 2, Hidden Valley, Archbold; Dave &
Shirley Fleck, Bill & Roba Shipman. Write
Flecks at 3444 Orchard Trail Dr., Toledo,
Ohio 43606.
OREGON— 3rd Ann. Sand Dune Sashays
Weekend, Aug. 30-Sept. 1, Ivan Midlam,
Denny Lantz, Al Pedigo; Skyloft at North
Bend. Write Black & White Cafe, Coos Bay,
Oregon 97420.
ALBERTA— 6th Ann. S&R/D Convention,
Aug. 31-Sept. 1, N. Alberta Inst. Of Technology. Write P.O. Box 3876, Post. Sta. D,
Edmonton, Alberta T5 L 4K1.
MISSOURI— 16th S/D Festival of Western
Mo. Callers Assoc., Aug. 30-Sept. 1, Central
Mo. Univ., Warrensburg. Write Ken Wagner,
18505 E. 9th St. N, Independence, MO
64056.

HANHURST'S Tape & Record Service
P.O. Box 3290
Poughkeepsie, N.Y. 12603
MONTHLY RECORD PREVIEWS

Clubs
BACHELORS 'N' BACHELORETTES, INT
Square & Round Dance Club for Singles —
— , /Oh
Twenty-four Years Experience!
Inquiries invited for affiliation
git
w
4..... Or for starting new groups in
the U.S. and Abroad!
rti'irk,'•
Jay M. Metcalf, International President
1039 West Edgeward Road
Los Angeles, CA 90026 1213) 623-6913

Records

•

MODERN ALBUMS FOR INSTRUCTION
"The Fundamentals of Square Dancing'
ISIO Label) Level 1; Level 2; Level 3. Writ
for descriptive literature to Bob Ruff, 845!
FrImaril Whittier California 90605.
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00
;ET-UP AND GET-OUT:
1 manual to help caters
Create original choreograihy with infinite variaions. $6 ppd. Order from
Viii Orlich, PO Box 8577,
lradenton, Fla. 33505.
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STEP-CLOSE-STEP ROUND DANCE BASICS, (64 exercises) .:',3.25 ppd. 10 week dancer proven basic course, dance positions, R/D
terminology, mixers, basic styling hints and
and helps on teaching. Order from Frank
Lehnert, 2844 S. 109th St. Toledo, Ohio.
MODERN AMERICAN SQUARE DANCE
CALLERS: Know the mechanics of square
dance calls and expand your choreography
through the use of COMPREHENSIVE
HASH. This book presents a new concept
in hash calling that will surprise your dancers with the familiar basics. Price: 515.00.
Send to Louis P. Ouellet, 79 Sage Avenue
Bridgeport, Conn. 06610.
300+ COMBINATIONS OF STAR THRU
EQUIVALENTS AND THEIR USES— eight
chapters and examples using combinations
to zero out any set-up. Price: S7.50. Order:
Jim Gammalo, 228 W. 6th St., Garnett,
Kansas 66032.

WEST VIRGINIA— 3rd Ann. S/D Convention, Aug. 30-Sept. 2, Camp Dawson. Contact City Hall, Kingwood, WV 26537.
PENNSYLVANIA— Kon Yacht Kickers
Jamboree, Conneaut Lake; Aug. 30-Sept.2;
Ron Schneider, Keith Gulley, Gary Shoemake, Frank & Phyl Lehnert. Write Kon
Yacht Kickers, Box 121, Meadville, PA
16335.
KENTUCKY— 9th Ann. Western S/D Festival, Aug. 20-Sept. 1, Hoedown Island,
Slade. Write Richard Jett, Campton, KY
41301.
WISCONSIN— Labor Day Weekend, Aug.
31-Sept, 2, Rhinelander. Contact Elmer Elias, 5106 S. Menard Dr., New Berlin, WI
53131.
ARKANSAS— Labor Day Weekend, Ozark
Mts., Aug. 30-Sept1., Glenn Turpin, Cal
Golden. Write P.O. Box 2280, Hot Springs,
AR 71901.
OHIO- Labor Day Weekend, Aug. 30- Sept.
2, Happy Valley; Dale Eddy, Carl & Pat
Smith. Write Dale Eddy, 110 Sunset Lane,
Marietta, OH 45750.
MISSISSIPPI— Callers Assoc. Festival, Aug.
31; Forest, Miss. Write M.B. Parker, 3407
Kites Drive, Jackson, Ms. 39208.

SQUARE DANCING ENCYCLOPEDIA;
by Bill Burleson; S5.00 Rapid, comprehensive reference for nearly 2000 s/d movements. Results of 10-year survey. Supplements available three times a year.
DIAGRAMMED GUIDE to Better Square
Dancing by Bill Burleson, 53.00. 80 pages,
130 movements; a must for every dancer.
Order from: Bill Burleson, 2565 Fox Ave.
Minerva, Ohio 44657
WANT ADS
FOR SALE
Clinton Model PM 120 Amplifier, complete
with 78 rpm, Leather carrying case, and extra connecting cable. Unit is one year old.
Total original purchase price was $440, will
sell for $325. Gary Brown, 2210 7th St.,
Akron, Ohio 44221
DANCERS' DELIGHT — New! Sensational.
Beautiful! Precision cut U.S. coin jewelry for
men and women. Rush 50e for catalog to:
DR EAMSO-S, 417 Colorado Ave., Pueblo,
Colorado, 81004.
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Xerox University Microfilms
300 North Zeeb Road
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106

1'L EASE WFuTt. ICR COMPLETF ilviQAMATION

•Record• Notes
DEALERS

ARIZONA
Clay's Barn
P.O. Box 2154
Sierra Vista 85635
Dancer's accessories, caller's equipment
CALIFORNIA
Nancy Seeley's Records for Dancing
P.O. Box 5156
China Lake, Cal. 93555
Also flags, books, shoes — All by mail ,
Robertson Dance Supplies
3600 33rd Ave.
Sacramento, Cal. 95824

PATTER CHATTER
Emanuel Duming (512-732-4433
P.O. Box 4851, Wonderland Station
San Antonio, Texas 78285
Ask about Choreography Checkers

SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES
Trent Keith
3510 Denver St.
Memphis, TN 38127
HASHING IT OVER
Jay King
P.O. Box 462
Lexington, MA 02173
NOTES FOR CALLERS
Jack Lasry
19010 N.W. 11th Ave.
Miami, Florida 33169

GEORGIA
C & M WESTERN WEAR
3820 Stewart Rd.
Doraville, GA 30340

TEMPO
Jeanne Moody (408-422-9448)
632 University Ave.
Salinas, CA 93901

ILLINOIS
Andy's Record Center
1614 N. Pulaski Rd.
Chicago, III. 60639
Ask about our bonus plan

CHOREO GUIDELINE (75 Basics)
and
NATIONAL CALLERS REPORT
Willard ()Hoch
P.O. Box 8577, Bayshore Gardens
Bradenton, FL 33505

INDIANA
Whirlaway News & Records
CALLERS DREAM
13261 Chippewa Blvd.
Mishawaka 46544
MAINE
DAVE'S RECORD SERVICE
10 Second Street
Hallowell, Maine 04347

SQUARE DANCE DIGEST SERVICE
John & Evelyn Strong
750 Inglewood Street
Salinas, California 93901

MASSACHUSETTS
Jerry's Record Service
48 Grove St.
Springfield, Mass. 01107

TORONTO & DISTRICT S/D ASSOCIATION
Dept. SDM 1
25 Elmwood Avenue
VVillowdale, Ontario, Canada

MINNESOTA
J-J RECORDS
1724 Hawthorne Ave. E.
St. Paul, Mn. 55106
612 774-5732

S/D ASSOC. of SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA
Ted Wegener
16404 Ardath Avenue
Gardena, CA 90247

MISSOURI
Webster Records
124 West Lockwood Ave.
Webster Groves, Mo. 63119
20 Years of Prompt Service

F & S Western Shop
1553 Western Ave.
Toledo 43609

NORTH CAROLINA
Ray buck Record Serv. & Callers Sup.
Route 1, Box 212
Advance, N.C. 27006
OHIO
DART WESTERN SHOP
1414 E. Market Street
Akron, Ohio 44305
Everything for the Square Dancer

MONTHLY
SERVICES
for Callers

ifiSNO4

WASHINGTON
RILEY'S RANCH CORRAL STORES
1006 Southcenter Shopping Ctr.(98188)
or 750 Northgate Mall, Seattle, (98125)
EVERYTHING for the square dancer ,
TEXAS
Eddie's & Bobbie's Records
Box 17668 — 1835 S. Buckner
Dallas, Tx 17668
214-398-7508
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JOCKO MANNING

John IJockol Manning learned to dance and started to call in Germany in 1960. He
presently calls in the Metropolitan Washington, D.C. area and travels on weekends. He
is club caller for four groups and has had a successful challenge series with a new approach — using only the basic 75. Jocko hosts popular summer dances known as the
"Gourmet Series," hence his nickname "The Gourmet Chef." He is a past president
of the Washington Callers Association, and has called at various festivals including
the Washington Cotillion.
HOEDOWNS
Stay A Little Longer — Kalox
Charge Up Cripple Creek — Kalox
Skillet Lick in' — Blue Star
San Luis Ramble — Scope
Travelin Man — Kalox
Railey Special — Top

SINGING CALLS
For Once In My Life — Square Tunes
West Virginia — Red Boot
You Don't Care — Kalox
Someone Sweet To Love — Kalox
Four In The Morning — Bogen
Hello Dolly — Greenwood
Just Because — Kalox
Turn On Your Light -- Blue Star
Soft, Sweet and Warm — Wagon Wheel

Produced by Shelby Dawson, 334 Annapolis Dr., Claremont, CA 1711

iri NEW
Windsor 1?-e-c;os

RELEAW

NEW RELEASES
5045 I Won't Last A Day Without You — Shelby Dawson
5046 She's Just a Kissin' Cousin — Dick Parrish
RECENT RELEASES
5044 Dear Hears and Gentle People — Ross Quast
5041 Saturday Night — Al Stevens
5039 Preacher and the Bear Warren Rowles

Dawson Dick Parrish
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WRITE FOR NEW FREE CATALOGUE

EXPERIMENTAL BASIC

This month we add a new feature to the Pulse Poll. The numer following each movement shows its standing in last month's Poll. The letter N (for New) follows any movement which did not appear on last month's list.
PRACTICALLY MAINSTREAM
(Plus-10 over the 75 standard group)
1.
Flutterwheel (2)
2.
Sweep a quarter (5)
Split/box/single tile circulate (6)
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Curlique (1)
Walk and Dodge (3)
Zoom (8)

Scoot Back (4)
Cloverflo (7)
Spin Chain the Gears (10)
9.
10. Hinge and Trade (9)
8.

Close contenders: Turn and left thru, pair
off, partner tag, partner trade, fan the top.

Two Flip Singing Calls
by Ernie Kinney

COLORADO IN THE
MORNING
Hi-Hat 438
SUNRISE
Hi-Hat 439

TOP TEN EXPERIMENTAL
(Highly experimental, use with caution)
1.
Motivate (1)
2.
Cast a Shadow (3)
3.
4.

Coordinate (6)
Flip Back (4)

5.
6.
7.

Peel the Top (2)
Recycle (5)
Reciprocate (N)

8.

Lock It (N)

9.
Rotary Tag Thru the Star (10)
10. Phantom Circulate (9)
Close contenders: Half tag trade and roll,
spin chain the line, star chain thru, remake,
file to a line, peel and streak.

ATTENTION CALLER. 0!!!

TEMPO
Smooth-flowing, mind-tickling material using 75-plus-10 basics and
movements especially designed for
club dancing. Published four times a
year, Jan., April, July, Oct., by
JEANNE MOODY
632 University Avenue, Salinas, CA 93901

HI-HAT

DANCE
RECORDS

S10.50 per year
Complimentary copy on request
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Ron Rw71211

NEW RELEASES
CW-104 MAKE IT ALL THE WAY
by Ernie Nation
CW-105 SHE TAUGHT ME TO YODEL
by Ron Russell

RECENT RELEASES
CW-103 THE GREAT MAIL
ROBBERY

NEW HOEDOWN
CW-201 MISSY JO/CRYSTAL KAY

CW-102 HELLO LOVE
Both by Ron Russell

D & R RECORDS, 9080 Bloomfield Sp. 211, Cypress, CA 90630.

WZS

NEW RELEASES

iro
Larry Jack

WW 1-18
STOP THE WORLD
(Let Me Off)
by Mary Lindner
WW 1-16
BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS
(Turning Green)
by Bobby Christian

IP •

WW 1-19
ME AND YOU AND A Bobby Christiari
DOG NAMED BOO
by Larry Jack
WW 1-17
GOOD FRIENDS AND FIREPLACES
by John Swindle

RECENT RELEASES

WW 1-14
GARDEN PARTY
by John Swindle

WW 1-15
COUNTRY BUMPKIN
by Larry Jack

NEW HOEDOWN
WW 2-4 JESSIE'S HOP/JERRY'S HEADACHE
PRODUCED BY: LARRY JACK, 200 Olinda Drive, Brea Cal 92621 PH 714 524-0270
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NATIONAL
NEWS
TOP TEN — BUCK EYE POLL
Stardust
Take One Step
Somebody's Thinking Of You
Walk Right Back
Autumn Leaves
Beautiful River
Butterfly
Deep Purple
Sugarfoot
Whistling

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

LOOKING AHEAD TO '75

The Publicity Chairmen for the
1975 National Convention in Kansas
City are Al and Ruby Wagoner. News
releases will be sent to square dance
publications shortly. If editors have
changed recently, or if news is not
received, those associated with local
publications are asked to contact the
Wagoners at Rt. 3, Box 325A, Independence, Missouri 64056.
SQUARE DANCING IN THE PORT CITY

In Mobile, Alabama, square dancing
is enjoying a tremendous surge in popularity. Old clubs are more active than
ever, and new clubs are springing up
throughout the area. Many of the old
and new clubs are sponsoring lessons
which turn away interested people
for lack of space. Here are some of
the successful clubs in the Mobile area
and a bit of news about them:
Belles and Beaux: The club dances from 8 to 10 p.m. on Fridays at
the Knights of Columbus Hall in Daphne. Visitors are welcome.
Forest Hill Squares: This club has
fifteen couples in their classes.
Guys and Dolls: Dances are held
every Wednesday night in the Cottage
Hill Recreation Center.

Mobile Soles: Models elected by the
club for the 1975 festival held annually in the city were Joanie Patchem
and Jennie Tilley.
Mobile Squares: This club has also
selected models for the festival, Betty
Cassity and Gloria Burge. A new lesson
class is scheduled to begin in a few
weeks. Guests are always invited to attend on Friday nights from 8 to 10
o'clock at the All Saints Episcopal
Church recreation center at Government and Ann Streets.
Shirts and Skirts: This club dances
from 7:30 to 9:30 on Monday nights
at the Forest Hill United Methodist
Church. Visitors are welcome.
Springhill Stompers: The club selected Becky Harris to model in the
Style Show of the National Square
Dance Convention in San Antonio.
Rollin Moseley
Atmore, Alabama
GOOD NEWS FOR EASTERN DANCERS

Sears now has a western catalog
with prices in effect until July, 1975,
which is available in the eastern states.
Inquire at your nearest Sears store.
The catalog contains shirts, boots,
western trousers, and best of all, five
square dance dresses.
SINGLE SQUARES DANCE- A - RAMA

This year's Dance-A-Rama will be a
fun festival! New Orleans will play
host to the Single Square Dancers U.S.
A. festival from August 30 through
September 1, 1974.
Welcoming arrivals will be Don Wilcox. Nationally-known caller, Johnny
Creel, joins Don Friday afternoon.
That evening, B.P. Merritt and Fred
Drouant call for the dancers. Edwin
Schmidt will emcee Friday's afterdance. Rocky Luminais kicks off Saturday morning, followed by Bob Augustin and Fred Bouvier in the afternoon, with Jerry Duplantier in the late
afternoon. Saturday night, Stanley Viola and Tony DeGeorge will join Bob
and Fred at the mike. Sunday will feature several of these callers, plus Neil
Howard. Round dancing will be under
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Hilt

Mal
NEW RELEASES:
Mins"il
DON'T FIGHT THE FEELINGS OF LOVE
CR 102
"Dub" Hayes
Dub" Hayes

SONG AND DANCE
BUTCH/ PAL MAL
MAN
CR 101 Hoedowns
CR 103 Mal Minshall
1908 Westwood Ave., Springdale, AR 72764

the direction of Barbara and Ted May.
The fashion show theme is "Folk
Dance Costumes Around the World,"
with cash prizes to be awarded to the
winners.
Information may be obtained from
the registration chairman, Mary Rein,
4421 Kent Avenue, Metairie, Louisiana 70002.
STRAIGHT TALK, Continued

trates his efforts on sports has limited
time available for the academics, the
dancer who must pursue his chosen
life's work will have fewer leisure
hours to spend dancing. For this reason, the dancer will discover his "level"
to be somewhat less than the mean. He
will and should, however, have just as
much enjoyment as the seven-night-aweek participant.
Another explanation would have to
be attributed to the caller. A less than
adequate instructor will leave his class
on a lower plane than a top-notch teacher. This "level" may satisfy the dan-

'au Mat
SQUARE
DANCES

P.O. Box 2406
Muscle Shoals, Ala
PH. (205) 383-7585
Mac Letson
Bill Claywell
LM 11 5 SOMEWHERE MY LOVE

BY MAC LETSON
LM 116 EIGHT MORE MILES
BY BILL CLAYWELL
It not available at record dealer, order directly

cer if he never chances upon something different.
The popular expression — "Anyone
who can walk can square dance"— is a
bit of an exaggeration. Just as with the
student mentioned above, the normal
curve of learning is followed in almost
every class you teach.
Also, physical handicaps will tend
to influence your level. Sight and hearing along with others will impede a
dancer's progress.
The reverse of the preceding will
suffice to explain the higher level situations. Somewhere inbetween are the
majority of our dancers.
These ideas are presented in the
hope that dancers and callers of all
levels will be more tolerant of others,
in whichever skill group they eventually settle upon. The most important
aspect of square dancing is the friendliness and fellowship which is derived
from participation.
Bruce Busch
Appleton, Wisconsin
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I'LL DO THE CALL!
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AVAILABLE TO CALL IN YOUR AREA
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WW 127
" LISTEN TO A COUNTRY SONG
'i by Don Franklin
' WW 704
' RAMBLIN MAN

.

1916 Poseyville Rd.. Route 10
Midland, Michigan 48640
Phone (5171835-9524

`;141111 RECORDS
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by Gary Shoemake

WW 703
I BELIEVE IN SUNSHINE
by Gary Shoemake
MUSIC BY THE WAGONMASTERS
P.O. Box 364

Arvada, Colorado

....G.+ Product Line
HIGH SIGN FOR FUN
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We don't know where these little items
are manufactured, but probably any
of the plastic sign and badge folks can
successfully reproduce them for you.
It adds to the "party flavor" of a special dance to award this "GOOFER"
badge to a person, after explaining
how that person "goofed" the square
or carried on in an unorthodox manner. The badge hangs around the neck.
This is a crowd pleaser. It must be
done in a spirit of fun, given to a
"good sport" and never, never taken
seriously!

INTRODUCING
NEW ILLUMINATED
DANGLE/LITE
EARRINGS! '
Easy and fun to wear .
for formal or everyday
costumes. Lovely gold
like sculptured metal
has six fashion color
changes. Daytime loveliness becomes a nighttime sensation. Converts
easily for pierced ears. Send only $25.00 a pair
plus $1.00 handling & shipping. Be first to wear
Dangle Lites. Wholesalers .. Dealers ... cash in
on
skyrocketing market with a fashion first.
Write A. Dean Watkins Co., 1209 E. Saginaw St.,
Lansing, Mi. 48903 or phone: (517) 4895763

This Coupon Is
GOOD FOR $10.00
Off The Regular Price
of $25.00
On a Sample Pair of:
DANGLE/LITE EARRINGS
DANGLE/LITE EARRINGS were a "big
hit" at the National Convention in San An,
tonio, Texas. ORDER YOUR SET TODAY'

41ustang anb litginnmg

MUSTANG
Releases:
MS163— IF LOVING YOU IS WRONG
by Chuck Bryant
MS160— TEN GUITARS by Dave Smith
MS159— BETWEEN WINSTON-SALEM
& NASHVILLE, TN. by Nelson Watkins
MS164— DRUMMER BOY /LINDA
(Hoedowns)
MS162— BIG BOB/LITTLE BOB (Hoedown)
IGHTNING S Releases:
LS5026— WHO'S IN THE STRAWBERRY
PATCH WITH SALLY? by Jim Lee
LS5025— YOU'VE GOT THE MONEY
by Ed Fraidenburg
LS5024— JUST BECAUSE YOU ASK ME
TO by Randy Dougherty
LS5023— SHE TAUGHT ME TO YODEL
by Jack Cloe
1314 Kenrock Dr.,San Antonio. Tx 78221
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THE ENTERTAINER — MCA 40174
Choreography by Rick & Joyce McGlynn

Tid
ROUND DANCES

Great music from "The Sting;" a good
fun-to-do intermediate two step.
WONDERFUL WORLD OF THE YOUNG—
Telemark 4001; Beth & Bob Foust

Very pretty music and a good flowing
solid intermediate waltz.

by Frank & Phyl Lehner t
MISS YOU — Telemark 4010
Choreography by Don & Dot Hansen

TANGO DU R EVE — Dance A Long 6069
Choreography by Art & Ruth Youwer

Pretty music, a high-intermediate to
challenging, time-changing two step.

An interesting intermediate "peppy"
tango with good music.

TILL THERE WAS YOU— Telemark 15487
Choreography by George & Sonja

GOODNIGHT SWEET LOVE— Grenn 14194
Choreography by Alvin & Mildred Boutillier

An intermediate rhumba with interesting variations.

Good music; an interesting easy intermediate two step with several repeats.

I'M JUST ANOTHER SWEETHEART—
Telemark 5002; Jess & Mary Sasseen

CARESS — Grenn 14194
Choreography by Phil & Norma Roberts

Very pleasant music with a vocal by
Les Dawson; a good flowing three-part
easy intermediate two-step.

Good Latin music; a good challenging
rhumba.

COMPADRE— Telemark 899
Choreography by Charlie & Nina Ward

Peppy "Compadre Pedro Juan" music;
challenging Latin with swivels, bend/
taps, quick locks and sashays.

RECENT RELEASES

HOEDOWNS

TH-503 Tiddin Banjo/ Palmetto Hoedown
TH-504 The Rebel/ Chaparral
SINGING CALLS

TB-103 MONA LISA by Glenn Walters
TB-104 JUST BECAUSE YOU ASK ME TO
by Mick Howard
COMING RELEASES:

M.O. Howard
Rt.9, Duncan
Chapel Road
Greenville SC
29609

TH-505 Streak'en Dolly, Key A/Streak'en Dolly, F
TH-506 Mick's Cabbage/ Journey Home
TH-507 Blue Ridge Breakdown/ Mt. Dew
TB-105 HONEYMOON FEELING
Called by Glenn Walters
TB-106 THERE WON'T BE ANY MORE
Called By Mick Howard
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S. & S. SQUARE DANCE SHOP
and Sue Miller MAGHET, INDIANA 47555 Phone: (8121843-2491
The shoe most square
50 yds. nylon marquisette, cotton top, wide elastic band. Order
1" shorter than skirt. 4 tiers on
21" and longer; 3 tiers on 19" and
shorter. Colors: white, black, yellow, pink, blue, royal, orange, red,
med. purple, sprout green, turquoise, bright yellow, multi-color.
$14.95 plus $1 postage.
35 yd. slip $12.95 + $1.

Indiana
residents
add 2°°
■ sales tax
1
7
/
al to ti ti ti to li am to
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dancers wear.
with elastic binding
around shoe. Strap
across instep.
Black & White$10.50
Yellow, Pink
511.50
& Orange
Silver & Gold $12.50
Sizes 4-10, Medium
and Narrow
Postage .65. Immediate delivery.
IME ra
—

SINGING CALLS
ALL RECORDS ARE REVIEWED AND
WORKSHOPPED BY DOUG EDWARDS.
THEY MAY BE PURCHASED FROM:
EDWARDS RECORD SERVICE
P.O. Box 538
Park Ridge, Illinois 60068

Long play album by Ron Schneider: Dance
Ranch 2001. A fine album with half singing
calls and half patter. Basics used are SIO 50,
plus extended basics. Callers will find a lot
of usable material in this album.
We received four new hoedown records this
month, the best of which is:
BOOMERANG/BOOMING BANJO; Scope
315; Good usable hoedowns.
PUNKIN AND THE MOUSE/POOH BEAR;
Windsor 5043. "Punkin" is usable and good,
but the other side is just another hoedown.
FREDDY'S THEME; NIK N-1-A. Callers
seem to like this one because they are ordering it and quite a few of the traveling callers
are using it. Only one side is usable and must
be speeded up. The other side, "Shall We
Walk Or Take A Dog" is not for square dancing.
UNCLE JOE HENERY'S — Kalox 1160
Caller: C.O. Guest
For the best record of the month, we will
award C.O. Guest the autographed cigar
butt. However, it seems to us that C.O. invented the cigar butt. Kidding aside, this is
a great record with fine music. FIGURE:
Heads square thru four hands, corner do-sado, swing thru, spin the top, one quarter
more, then right and left thru, dive thru,
square thru three-quarters, turn corner left,
full turn, roll promenade.
BEAUTIFUL BABY — Top 24299
Caller: Bill Peterson
A revival of a great record with great music
and a good flowing easy figure. FIGURE:
Heads right and left thru, rollaway, up and
back, star thru, do-sa-do, swing thru, girls
circulate, boys trade, turn thru, allemande
left, come home, do-so-do, swing corner, allemande new corner, come back and promenade.

JUST BECAUSE YOU ASKED ME TO —
Lightning S 5024; Caller: Randy Dougherty
A fine record with that good Lightning S
beat and an intermediate figure. FIGURE:
Heads promenade halfway, down the middle, square thru four hands, right and left
thru, dive thru, pass thru, curlique, scoot
back, boys fold, ladies turn thru, star thru,
promenade.
BLUE RIDGE MOUNTAINS TURNING
GREEN— Dance Ranch 625; Ron Schneider
Very good music with an easy figure in that
inimitable Schnedier style. FIGURE: Heads
promenade three-quarters, side couples flutter wheel, s
- weep a quarter, same four square
thru four hands, swing thru with the outside
two, girls circulate, swing that lady, left allemande, come back and promenade.
COLORADO IN THE MORNING — HiHat
438; Caller: Ernie Kinney
Good music and a real nice danceable figure.
FIGURE: Heads promenade half way, then
square thru, swing thru, boys run, wheel and
deal, square thru three-quarters, trade by,
swing and promenade her.
BIG DADDY — Grenn 12142
Caller: Johnny Davis
This is a revival of Grenn's greatest record.
The music is great; the dance is easy. FIGURE: Heads to the right and circle to a line,
up and back, pass thru, wheel and deal,
double pass thru, first couple go left, next
one go right, square thru four hands, corner
swing, promenade.
TOO MANY RIVERS — Longhorn 1008
Caller: Walt McNeel
Music has that great Longhorn beat. A fine
easy figure. FIGURE: Heads square thru
four hands, corner do-sa-do, swing thru, bays
run right, bend the line, flutter wheel, square
thru three-quarters, corner swing and promenade.
YA'LL COME — Red Boot 161
Caller: Bill Volner
A much-used tune that has appeared on many labels. This is fine bouncy music with a
fine easy dance. F IGURE: Four ladies chain,
head couples right and left thru, slide thru,
pass thru, do-sa-do the outside two, swing
thru, swing thru again, boys trade, girls
trade, boys run around that girl, promenade.
COUNTRY BUMPKIN— Wild West 1-15
Caller: Larry Jack
Good music and a good figure. Larry Jack
also includes in the call sheet an alternate
dance for beginners. If you lack singing calls
for your classes, this is a record that you
should latch on to. FIGURE Heads curli-
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WHEN MY BLUE MOON TURNS TO GOLD

que, walk and dodge, circle four and make a
line, pass thru, wheel and deal, centers do-

Bogen 1258; Caller: Mike Sikorsky
Real good Blue Star music; an easy figure.
FIGURE: Heads promenade three-quarters,

sa-do and swing thru, curlique, boys run,
swing the corner and promenade.
THIS OLD RIVERBOAT— Grenn 12143

sides right and left thru, pass thru, swing

Caller: Johnny Davis

thru, boys run right, bend the line, right
and left thru, slide thru, pass thru, corner

Another of Grenn's great classics that has
been pressed under a different number.
FIGURE: Four ladies chain, chain 'em back

swing, left allemande new corner, promenade the ring.
DEAR HEARTS AND GENTLE PEOPLE—
Windsor 5044; Caller: Ross Quast

ladies back to back, men promenade, back
home do peso, corner box the gnat, do-sa-do

Pretty fair music, with a good figure. The
tune has been done before on a couple of
labels. FIGURE: Heads square thru four

her, left allemande, come home, promenade.
IF LOVING YOU IS WRONG— Mustang
163; Caller: Chuck Bryant
Great Mustang music with a fine figure.
FIGURE: Heads promenade half way, down
the middle right and left thru, flutter wheel,
then curlique, walk and dodge and go left

hands, do-sa-do the corner, ocean wave,
swing thru, boys run right, tag the line, face
left, wheel and deal, corner swing, left allemande, come back and promenade.
AIN'T LOVE A GOOD THING— Red Boot
163; Elmer Sheffield, Jr.
Good music, easy figure. FIGURE: Heads
promenade half way, lead right and circle to

allemande, partner do-sa-do, corner lady
swing, then promenade.
AMARILLO BY MORNING — Swinging
Square 2367; Caller: Ken Oppenlander
Music has a great beat, a fine intermediate
figure. FIGURE: Heads star thru, do-sa-do
Pass thru to the outside two, do-sa-do,
swing thru, spin the top, right and left thru,
square thru two hands, trade by and swing,
swing corner and promenade.

RAMON
MARSCH

a line, up and back, star thru, do-sa-do, spin
chain thru, girls circulate two times, swing
and promenade.
LET ME BE YOUR TEDDY BEAR— Square
Tunes 156; Caller: Bob Poyner

CALLERS!
SUPPLEMENTAL NOTES
Designed for the caller looking
for more variety and material concerning
the Seventy-five Basics.

10222

BUNDYSBURG RD..

N.W.

MIDOLEFIELO, OHIO 44062
PHONE

(216) 632-1074

Booking '74-75 dances

Published six times a year;
MAR., MAY, JULY, SEPT., NOV., JAN
$3.95 per year. Make check to:
Trent Keith, 3510 Denver St
Memphis, Tennessee 38127
SAMPLE COPY ON REQUEST
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STOP BLIND RECORD BUYS!
52.50 will bring you our tape and
information on how you can continue
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this service FREE OF CHARGE every
month. Tapes are at 33/4 speed.

OLD AND NEW
ALL AVAILABLE RECORDS —

Reel to Reel or Cassette

Largest Record Dealer West of the Mississippi
ROBERTSON DANCE SUPPLIES
3600 33rd Ave. Sacramento, CA (421-1518)
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Good music and an easy figure; FIGURE:
Heads square thru four hands, corner do-sado, swing thru, boys run right, wheel and
deal, right and left thru, dive thru, square
thru three-quarters, swing corner, promenade.
I WON'T LAST A DAY WITHOUT YOU—
Windsor 5045; Caller: Shelby Dawson
Music just so-so, but the dance is good.
FIGURE: Heads promenade half way, sides
square thru four hands, swing thru, boys
run right, couples circulate, wheel and deal,
dive thru, square thru three-quarters, swing
corner, left allemande, promenade.
I LOVE YOU MORE AND MORE— Windsor 5042; Shelby & Laura Lee Dawson
A pretty fair record with an easy figure.
FIGURE: Heads promenade half way, down
the middle and square thru four hands,
swing thru the outside two, boys run right,
wheel and deal, square thru three-quarters,
trade by, swing the corner, promenade.
TURN ON YOUR LIGHT AND LET IT
SHINE— Red Boot 164; Don Burkholder
This was done before on another label. Fair
music, intermediate dance. FIGURE: Heads
pass thru and partner trade, pass thru around
one, make a line up and back, star thru,
substitute, pass thru, square thru three-quar-

KALOX
NEW ON KAL OX:
K-1161 GYPSY WOMAN
Flip/Inst. Caller: John Saunders
K-1160 UNCLE JOE HENERY'S, C.O.Guest
K-1159 A LOT OF TENDERNESS
by Vaughn Parrish
K-1158 MM MM GOOD by C.O. Guest

Longhorn
LH-1008 TOO MANY RIVERS
Flip/Inst.
Caller: Walt McNeel
LH-1007 THAT SAME OLD WAY
by Lee Swain
LH-1006 THE OLDER THE VIOLIN
by Guy Poland
LH-1005 DUM DUM by Walt McNeel

Ede*
B-258A A FUNNY LITTLE TUNE
R/D Mixer by Earl & Rosie Rich

B- 253B MAGICAL WHEEL
Two-step by Mona & Louis Cremi
KALOX RECORD DISTRIBUTING CO.
2832 Live Oak Dr., Mesquite, Texas 75149

ters, trade by and swing corner, left allemande and promenade.
SHE TAUGHT ME TO YODEL— Lightning
S 5023; Caller: Jack Cloe
This record was recorded for callers who do
not yodel. Yodels have been dubbed in on
the music side and will sound as if you were
doing the yodelling. Maybe. FIGURE: leads
promenade half way, down the middle, curlique, boys run right, right and left thru the
outside two, do-sa-do, all eight circulate,
swing the corner, left allemande, come back
and promenade.
KIDS SAY THE DARNDEST THINGS—
Jay Bar Kay 150; Caller: Red Bates
FIGURE: Heads star thru, pass thru, circle
four to a line, up and back, slide thru, pass
to the center, swing thru, turn thru, left allemande, weave the ring, do-sa-do and promenade.
IF TEARDROPS WERE PENNIES— Top
25300; Caller: Ed Fraidenburg
Two records were made this month with
this tune. This is the best. FIGURE: Heads
square thru four hands, corner curlique,
cast off three-quarters, girls trade, right and
left thru, flutter wheel, swing the corner,
left allemande, come back and promenade.
Continued on Next Page
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RED NMI
BOOT I

eviriti;
Kt. 8, College Hills
Greeneville, Tenn.

Don Williamson

RAMBLIN MAN
RB 159 — by Jim Coppmger
YA'LL COME
RB 161 — by Bill Volner
BIG BOSS MAN
RB 162 — by Bob Vinyard
AIN'T LOVE A GOOD THING
RB 163 — by Elmer Sheffield
TURN ON YOUR LIGHT
RB 164 — by Don Burkholder
MARIE LAVEAU
RB 165 — by Don Williamson
FRECKLES AND POLLIWOGS
RB 166 — by Don Williamson
DON'T WORRY BOUT ME
RB 167 — by Don Williamson
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KEEP 'EM DANCING, Continued

Boys run, partner trade, pass thru
Partner trade, left allemande
Heads lead right and circle to a line
Swing thru, spin the top, motivate
Centers circulate, swing thru
Boys run, swing thru, spin the top
Motivate, centers circulate
Swing thru, boys run, left allemande....
Side ladies chain right
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Motivate, boys run, crosstrail thru
Left allemande
Four ladies chain 3/.
Head ladies chain across
Sides right and left thru
Heads square thru four, ocean wave
Motivate, men run
Left allemande
Side ladies chain, heads lead right
Right and left thru, flutter wheel
Ocean wave, motivate, boys run
Left allemande
WHO SCOOTS?
Heads square thru four,
Circle half to a two-faced line
Tag the line right, girls circulate
Boys scoot back, boys cross run
Girls scoot back, wheel and deal
Swing thru, boys run, tag the line right
Girls circulate, boys scoot back
Boys cross run, girls scoot back
Couples circulate, wheel and deal
Left allemande
S/D RECORD REVIEWS, Continued
IF TEARDROPS WERE PENNIES— Pioneer
118; Caller: Tommy Russell
FIGURE: Heads square thru four hands.
corner do-sa-do, spin chain thru, girls circulate two times, boys run right, bend the line,
slide thru, square thru three-quarters, swing
the corner, promenade.
LITTLE GIRL OF MINE— Jay Bar Kay 154
Caller: Carl Hanks
Good music; figure is pretty fast. FIGURE:
Heads square thru four hands, corner do-sado, swing thru, boys trade, boys run around
the girl, bend the line, pass thru, partner
trade and a quarter more, curlique, boys run
right, slide thru, swing, promenade.
ARMS FULL OF EMPTY— Top 25298
Caller: George Peterson
FIGURE: Heads curlique, boys run right,
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do-sa-do, make a wave, swing thru, boys run
right again, couples circulate, then wheel and
deal, pass thru, trade by, corner lady swing,
left allemande, promenade.
Many callers have written in and asked for a
list of the newer ''Hully Gully" type of line
dances. Here it is:
THE LION SLEEPS— Atlantic 13119
AIN'T NOTHING SHAK IN — Cartwheel
210 (Amos Moses can be done to this music.)
TIPPY TOEING — Columbia 433128
LITTLE BLACK BOOK— Columbia 33051
SALTY DOG RAG— Decca 27981 (Japanese Sandman can be done to this record.
The recording of Japanese Sandman is not
available.)
POP CORN — Musicor 1458
AMOS MOSES — RCA 0896
PAPA PAPA — Reprise 9732
DEAD SKUNK— Columbia 4-45726
GRAND ZIP, Continued

was printed in his home. I visited him
in 1948 and I believe he lived in Woodbury, New Jersey. I attended a folk
dance class at Michael Herman's in New
York and Charley invited me to visit
him on my way home.
I believe it was called American
Squares at that time. I took the magazine at various times over the years,
but this is th'e first since you took it
over. From what I can see of the June
issue, you are doing a great job ....
I have been calling thirty years and
introduced western style dancing to
this part of Ohio in '46 and '47 from
material out of Shaw's Cowboy Dances
and Herb Greggerson's Blue Bonnet
Squares. In 1948 I started attending
Shaw's School at Cheyenne Mt. School
and have seen this style of dancing
progress over the years.
I still teach classes and call for clubs
within a radius of a hundred miles. I
call dozens of one-night-stands every
year and enjoy them a lot. We also donate time to retarded children and
senior citizen groups and still do a little folk dancing.
I sincerely feel that western dancing
has become too complicated and that
folks don't really have as much time
to enjoy each other's company while
Continued on Next Page

4th ANNUAL DANCE-A-RAMA FUN 'N SUN

Travel Trailer Park

Labor Day Weekend
in

NEW ORLEANS
At The World Famous
FONTAINEBLEAU
Aug. 30, 31, Sept. 1, 1974
MARY REIN, Registration
4421 Kent Avenue
Metairie, LA 70002
presented by
SINGLES SQUARE DANCERS U.S.A.

RIO GRANDE VALLEY
SAN BENITO, TEXAS
Dance from November
to April

• •
RAYMOND (Ray) SMITH, Resident Caller
Beginner, Intermediate and Advanced
Beginner Classes start NOW!
Write for brochures:
Hank Stanley
Fun 'N Sun
San Benito, Texas

GRAND ZIP, Continued

FEEDBACK, Continued

ted covering boxes with "Contac" paper and fashioning colorful containers
for a year's copies.
At the 1974 Convention in San Antonio, two subscribers reported on
their efforts to "do-it-yourself." Renee
Wilcox of Gretna, Louisiana, commented that a Pillsbury Bundt cake box is
just the right size. Chuck Wacasar of
Crystal Lake, Illinois, says he used a
plastic milk jug, trimmed it down and
covered it. This holds two years together, with enough magazine showing
so that the title may be read.

VIEWS ON SHORTCUTTING, Continued

sics are necessary in the beginners
class, but should be dropped at the experienced levels. Perhaps, too, the
present day dancer has become so
knowledgeable on choreography that
the fun for him is in the sport of being
in the correct position and facing the
proper direction. Maybe we have
reached another level in square dancing, the sport level, where choreography is the game and where coeducational, short-order drilling to music is the name. Who knows? It might
be fun and it could help keep some
dancers interested.
Meanwhile, back at the dance, the
callers and dancers could try walking
in each others' shoes for a while. If the

CHAMPAIGN.
25c PER LETTER

1300 Full Hook-ups

dancerswould only realize that the caller has his reasons for what he does,
and vice versa, everyone might be happier. After all, isn't consideration for
others the Golden Rule for abundant
living?

dancing as they did twenty years ago.
Since it takes thirty lessons at least
to teach the basics today, how many
will be required ten or twenty years
from now?
Earl Gulley
Canton, Ohio
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TYPE IMPORTED AUSTRALIAN RHINESTONES

BLACK cm WHITE BADGE wan CmCNCE OF STONE COLOR
CRYSTAL COPIII BLUE OLIVINE SAPPHIRE BLUE BLACK DIAMOND EMERALD GREEN - MINT GREEN
TOP/2 - RUBY RED - ROSE - JONQUIL - AlAETITEST - AQUAMARINE OR AURORE BOREAL(
ONe 1•11, Ste. Per IIMpt
Latter, OK., ANY Tell - Badge S.:Rd To Fit Name
Clump/ton. Minnie Gum
Unit tot Etre Cetelosue on Badges. SlIclets Accessones etc "

The XARIX Co.
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North Carolina's

FESTIVAL PACKAGE
RATE INCLUDES
Registration Fees
Cottage or Lodge
Accommodations
3 Fabulous Meals Daily
from dinner day of arrival
thru breakfast on departure
Refreshments & Snacks
at evening dances
Hot Hash Sessions each day
Round Dancing each morning
Square Dancing each afternoon
Festival Dances each evening
Live music by Fontana Ramblers
Golf Greens Fees
Guided Hikes
Movies
Tennis
Swimming Pools
May 15 - Sept. 15
Many indoor games
Free Group Baby Sitting
(Children 2-11 years old)
Miniature Golf
After Parties
Scenic Drives
After After Parties
Loafing (if you can find the time)

FONTANA VILLAGE
FONTANA DAM,
NORTH CAROLINA 28733

HOST CALLER: AL ITEM BROWNLEE

SWAP SHOP:

Sept. 28 — Oct. 6

REBEL ROUNDUP:

Sept. 15 — 22

ACCENT ON ROUNDS: Sept. 8 — 15

FUN F EST:

Aug. 31 — Sept. 8

FALL JUBILEE:

Oct 6 — 13

ALL INCLUSIVE PACKAGE
RATES ARE A REAL
VACATION VALUE
I day — 518.00 per person
2 day — 536.00 per person
3 day — 554.00 per person

ADVANCE RESERVATIONS ARE NECESSARY
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ACROSS
1.
Eight square dancers
4.
---- the clutch
8. ---- the top
12. Used to propel a rowboat
13. Newer call:
it
14. A four-sided enclosure (Abbr.)
15. Fashionable
17. Courtesy
(pl.)
18. Summer drink
19. Railroads of America Society (Abbr.)
20. Cost
23. Safari guides.
26. Mrs. Jack Livingston: G---27. Mrs. Dwight Eisenhower
28. Part of Bible (Abbr.)
29. Separate around
30. The lesson of a story
31. Organization entertaining GIs (Abbr.)
32. "Teton Stomp" (Abbr.)
33. Purchased (var. sp. )
34. Swat the

imm
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35. White fur
off, as a rocket
37.
38. Old Timers Square Twirl (Abbr.)
39. Sheep's cry
40. Boys run
42. Swing your
"
46. "I Love You
47. Did a singing call
48. No. --- couple swing
49. Plant
for me"
50. "Swing her
51. Caller Frye of Tennessee
DOWN
1. Signal for help
2. Have refreshments
3. "--- A Little Tenderness"
thru
4.
5. Step/c----/ step
6. I (German)
7.
Reddish color (Abbr.)
8. Kind of dance
9. Carryall for a dance
10. Scottish John
11. North Dakota Squares (Abbr.)
16. Trim for square dance dresses
17. Cross
thru
19. Frame a picture again
20. ----enade home
21. Rave
22. Chill
thru
23.
24. "Bed Of
25. European ermine
27. Steed
30. Damp
31. United Labor Association (Abbr.)
33. Prepared to go to a dance
34. B sharp or B
36. Scoundrel
37. Square the
39. Financial institution (French)
and lefts (Abbr.)
40.
41. Anger
42. Tin Alley
43. "Forget Me --- Waltz"
44. Female sheep
45. "--- River Valley"
47. Thus
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TRAVEL CLUB INTERNATIONAL
membership entitles you to participate in
any club tour; to schedule your own tour;
to receive discounts. Write for details to:
7021 Avrum Drive, Denver, Colo. 80221.

6th ANNUAL SEPTEMBERFEST S/D Fes
Sept. 21-28; two air-conditioned halls, Ken-i
tucky Dam Village St. Pk., Gilbertsville, Ky
F. Bedell, B. Wickers, B. Rhinerson, the Muellers.
Write Box 190, Murray, Kentucky 42071
HOG CAPITAL FESTIVAL, Kewanee, Ill.
Aug. 30—Sept. 1; Dave Lightly, Ed Fraidenburg, Jake & Lu Froeliger, Dell Trout. Write
Kewanee Kickers, P.O. Box 74, Kewanee,
Illinois 61443.

FIVE GREAT WEEKS OF DANCING —
Fun Feit, Accent on Rounds with Squares,
Rebel Roundup, Swap Shop & Fall Jubilee.
Write Fontana Village Resort, Fontana Dam,
North Carolina 28733.

3rd Annual State S/D CONVENTION, Camp
Dawson, 2 miles east of Kingwood, W.V., Labor Day Weekend, Plenty of Camping Space.
Write City Hall, Kingwood, W.V. 26537 for
information.

PROMENADE HALL
7897 Taft St.
Merrillville, Ind. 46410
For information, call 219-887-1403
TOTAL SQUARE DANCE PROGRAM!

G LOBESVVING ERS Group Tour to the 11th
Aloha State S/D Convention, Feb. 7-9, 1975,
featuring Earl Park & Bill Peters. For info or
to pre-register, write John & Doris Campbell,
1124 El Camino Real, San Carlos, CA 94070.

1st Annual HOOSIER HUDDLE, Ft. Wayne,
Indiana; November 1,2,3. Gary Shoemake,
Ken Bower, Betty & Clancy Mueller. Write:
I.A. Hepker, 908 E. Main, New Haven, Inliana 46774.

3rd FLAMING LEAVES FESTIVAL, soonsored by High Peaks Squares, Sept. 27-29;
Olympic Arena, Lake Placid, N.Y. Information: Bernie & Dot Baker, Box 443, Lake
Placid, NY 12946. Phone 518-523-3154.

Extra?
Northwest Callers Association
announce the publication of a monthly

WORKSHOP BULLETIN

$10.00/year

including the breakdown of new singing calls. All Square Dance Calls Workshopped.

Also — the NEW and GREATEST edition of t7
GUIDE FOR TEACHING SQUARE DANCE
Especially helpful in teaching that "first" class
114 basics with descriptions and calls
Rounds and Mixers with cue sheets
You can add material as you like — Tough vinyl cover — 3-hole looseleaf
Special section on Hexagon, Progressive, Tandem Squares plus Tea-cup Chain
WRITE: NORTHWEST CALLERS ASSOCIATION
P.O. Box 25104 Portland, Oregon 97225
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ONLY $12.50 plus .50
for mailing and handling.

A BOOR SI HEL F
— BY MARY JENKINS

PLUS-50 EXPERIMENTAL BASICS
by Will Orlich
1974 EDITION

What a worthwhile investment for
callers and/or dancers is this 68-page
book, same size as American Squaredance magazine, and so convenient to
carry with you! Why should anyone
carry such a book to a dance? For a
caller it is a quick reference with full
explanation and several examples.
Should the movement of "flutter
wheel," for instance, be the subject
of discussion, on page 29 we find,
"From normal facing couples, the two
ladies (right-hand person) step forward, join right hands and turn thru
on a diagonal followed by a right face
U-turn back into original position and
facing direction. The two men (lefthand person) immediately follow single file behind partner doing the turn
thru and do a right face U-turn back
into the opposite man's position to
end facing opposite couples. The two
boys (left hand persons) have exchanged places (8 counts). Note: The
ladies do NOT pick up the opposite
man as a couple to bring him along."
The dancers will find this a most
valuable publication, worth many
times its cost, to study and review the
movements they may have been exposed to while visiting other clubs or
in their own club's workshops.
"The square dance movements in
this book are currently being used at
the Experimental Plateau with the
advanced club level dancers in many
parts of the square dance world. Some
of the 1972 experimental movements

should be added to the 75-basic program in favor of others which are felt
to be glossary terms rather than actual
basic movements. The 1974 Experimental list contains many new ideas
used more frequently than others
which had been in the 1972 list and
are now being retired. The Glossary of
Additional Terms will probably carry
them for a while until they disappear
entirely and become just numbers in
the Square Dance Encyclopedia."
There are twenty-two movements described in the 1974 Glossary followed
by full explanation of four traditional
figures: triple duck, wagon wheel,
wrap around and Suzy-Q.
Although clearly designated to be
used at advanced club level, many of
the movements described in this book
are being used at regular club dances
where new dancers with twenty to
thirty weekly lessons have been absorbed into the club. It would behoove
new graduates to purchase this book
if they intend to continue to dance
with that club. Some of us need more
than a once or twice walk-thru in order
to understand and dance a movement
smoothly and comfortably.
We have our copy — how about
you?
ORDER FROM:
American Squaredance Magazine
P.O. Box 788
Sandusky, Ohio 44870
Price: $4.00
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SQUARE DANCE BOOK SERVICE
,
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S/D CARTOONS
$1.50

TEACHING AID
$2.00

FOR CALLERS: $2.00

EASY

A Smooth Dancer
33.00 COPY

50 25

J Mg:of:CO-4c

EXPERI RE NTAL
BA ICS

CALLS

rr

ADAPTATIONS: $2.00

SPECIAL CLOSEOUT
WHILE THEY LAST
1970 edition— 50it ea.

THE

COMPLETE $5.00

SID DIPLOMAS
R/D DIPLOMAS
10c ea. or quant'
rates

£

WINDMILL

11 • II

GREAT NEW BOOK

HASH SYSTEM S2

S/D CARTOONS $2.

$3.00

PROMOTIONAL
FOLDERS
100 (s) $4.
300®$10.
etc.
See Dec.'72
p.36

Square Dance
Drawings, art
to dress up all
your bulletins
flyers, ads,etc.

for details...

S3.

1974 edition
Advanced Club

$4.00
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CUP ART
BOOK

Another new ASK ABOU1
book —Page 16 QUANTITY
PRICES

Christmas cards
(Buy 'em early)
$1. pkg.of 10
with envelopes

THE BEST OF
WILL ORLICH
136 pages of
choreograpriy,etc.
from A/SD for
almost 5 years. A
must for callers!

Order from this magazine
P 0 Box 788
Sandusky, Ohio 44870

S5.

FONOSH LONE
A leader has two important characteristics:
first, he is going somewhere;
second, he is able to persuade other people
to go with him.

[I BO 111 ER

presents at

AMERICA'S MOST COMPLETE DANCE PROGRAM
Dancing All Year (except August)
BEGINNERS — INTERMEDIATE — ADVANCED

VA I IL I _VAC

LOUIS & LELA LEON — Resident Round Dance Instructors

GUEST CALLERS
SUMMER PROGRAM WINTER PROGRAM
Bob Baxter
Louis Calhoun
Osa Mathews
Ralph Silvius
Bill Strickland
Kenn Reid
Jerry Thole
Nelson Watkins
Wes Wessinger

Bob Fisk
Don Franklin
Dick Houlton
Gary Shoemake
Dave Taylor
Beryl Main
Barry Medford
Roger Morris
Nelson Watkins
Bob Wickers

KEN & DEE
Golden Village has it all
at low rates —
a new way of life for Rovers

Write For Schedules and Reservations

ADULT TRAVEL TRAILER PARK
37250 W. Florida Ave. (Hwy. 74) Hemet, California 92343 • (714) 925-2518
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NEW RELEASES
SC 581 DADDY DUMPLIN'
Jeanne yodels on this one tool
Caller: Jeanne Moody
Salinas, California
STEEL GUITAR HOEDOWN/
HOEDOWN BLUES
SC 316
RECENT RELEASES:
Mr. Sandman
SC580
SC579 When You Wore A Tulip
SC578
Give Me Five Minutes More
SC577
This Train
SC576 John Henry
Box 1448
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San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

A Triumph of Term Standardization
(MAKING BETTER COMMUNICATION AlID ACCEPTABLE PLATEAUS OF DANCE KNOWLEDGE A REALITY FOR
SQUAPE DANCERS EVERYWHERE)
This is a new milestone. It is an updated list, since Will Orlich's new 1974 "Plus-50" book is in print, of the three distinct dance
levels, or plateaus of dance experience, popularly accepted. The first group might be considered what a caller would teach in a
class within the first ten nights. The second group would carry him through the thirtieth class night. And the final group is recommended for workshops in the second year of dance experience and beyond. Through this and other long-term standardization
projects (such as the Callerlab quarterly list, the Bill Davis Top Ten project, and this magazine's Pulse Poll) a much-needed sifting
and leveling off system is in effect to help square dancers everywhere "speak the same language."

BASICS — THE FOUNDATION

Thanks to SIO/ASDS (California)

Circle Left and Right - Walk - Forward and Back - Honors - Do-sa-do - Waist Swing - Couple Promenade - Single File Promenade Square Identification - Split the Ring - One Couple - Grand Right and Left - Arm Turns - Couple Separate - Allemande Left - Bend
the Line - Two Ladies Chain - Courtesy Turn - Do Paso - Right and Left Thur - Ladies Grand Chain - Right Hand Star - Back by the
Left - Star Promenade - Hub Backs Out-Rim In - Circle to a Line - All Around the Left Hand Lady - See Saw Pretty Taw - Promenade Flourishes - Twirls Pass Thru - Separate, Around 1,2,etc. - Grand Square - Dive Thru - Frontier Whirl (California twirl) -Around
One to a Line - Ends Turn In - Weave The Ring - Cross Trail - Wheel Around - Box the Gnat - Single File Turn Back - (Allemande)
Thar Star - Shoot the Star - (Rollaway) Half Sashay - Balance - Square Thru - Half Promenade - Star Thru - Couple Back Track Chain - Turn Back from Right and Left Grand -

BASICS — THE EXTENDED PROGRAM

Thanks to SIO/ASDS (California)

Turn Thru - Wrong Way Thar - Slip the Clutch - Eight chain thru - Ocean Wave - Swing Thru - Circulate - Run - Trade - Spin the
Top - Trade By - Wheel and deal - Double Pasl-Thru - Centers In - Cast Off - Cloverleaf - Slide Thru - Fold - Dixie Chain - Substitute - Dixie Style - Spin Chain Thru - Peel CO - Pass to the Center - Tag the Line

.................visseeenseesamemessenvemmesivemv.

EXPERIMENTAL BASICS

Thanks to W. Orlich & American Square Dance Magazine (From the 1974 Edition, "Plus-50 Experimental Movements)

Alamo Circulate - Box/Split Circulate - Cross Circulate - Single File Circulates - Rotary Circulate - Diamond Circulate - Flip
the Diamond - Couples Lead to the Right - Facing Directions - Fan Back - Barge Thru - Boomerang - Cast Back - Chain Star
Thru - Cloverflo - Curlique - Couples Hinge and Trade - Partner Wheel and Deal - Partner Hinge and Trade - Partner Tag Partner Hinge - Dixie Star Thru - Double/Triple Star Thru - Fan Family - Flare the Star - Flip Back - Follow Your Nabor Flutter Wheel - Hinge Family - Outsides Ir./Out - Pass the Ocean - Explode Something - Pair Off - Right and Left Roll - Peel
And Figures - Peel and Trail - Remake the Thar - Roll to a Wave - Scootback - Swap Around - Sweep A Quarter - Square
Chain Thru - Split Square Thru - Tag and Spin - Triple Trade - Trail Thru vs. Crosstrail - Trade the Wave - Turn and Que Tops - Cross the Top - Veer Left/Right - Veer to a Two-Faced Line - Walk and Dodge - Zoom Family - Relay the Deucey Rotary Tag Thru the Star - Spin Chain the Line - Spin Chain the Gears - Spin Tag the Deucey - Motivate - Cast a Shadow All-4-Couples - Arky Allemande - T-Cup Chain (plus a glossary of 22 additional, less used terms and 4 traditional movements)
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